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ABSTRACT
Understanding the variability of galaxy star formation histories (SFHs) across a range
of timescales provides insight into the underlying physical processes that regulate star
formation within galaxies. We compile the SFHs of galaxies at z = 0 from an exten-
sive set of models, ranging from cosmological hydrodynamical simulations (Illustris,
IllustrisTNG, Mufasa, Simba, EAGLE), zoom simulations (FIRE-2, g14, and Mar-
vel/Justice League), semi-analytic models (Santa Cruz SAM) and empirical models
(UniverseMachine), and quantify the variability of these SFHs on different timescales
using the power spectral density (PSD) formalism. We find that the PSDs are well
described by broken power-laws, and variability on long timescales (& 1 Gyr) accounts
for most of the power in galaxy SFHs. Most hydrodynamical models show increased
variability on shorter timescales (. 300 Myr) with decreasing stellar mass. Quenching
can induce ∼ 0.4 − 1 dex of additional power on timescales > 1 Gyr. The dark mat-
ter accretion histories of galaxies have remarkably self-similar PSDs and are coherent
with the in-situ star formation on timescales > 3 Gyr. There is considerable diver-
sity among the different models in their (i) power due to SFR variability at a given
timescale, (ii) amount of correlation with adjacent timescales (PSD slope), (iii) evolu-
tion of median PSDs with stellar mass, and (iv) presence and locations of breaks in the
PSDs. The PSD framework is a useful space to study the SFHs of galaxies since model
predictions vary widely. Observational constraints in this space will help constrain the
relative strengths of the physical processes responsible for this variability.

Key words: galaxies: star formation — galaxies: evolution
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1 INTRODUCTION

Galaxies in the observable universe show a remarkable diver-
sity in their structure and properties. This diversity can be
understood in the context of the many different pathways

© 2020 The Authors
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2 K. G. Iyer et al.

that exist for galaxies to form stars, grow and eventually
cease their star formation (‘quench’).

The broad features of galaxy assembly have been found
to correlate with the assembly of their dark matter haloes
(see reviews by Wechsler & Tinker 2018). Galaxy growth
can happen through the smooth accretion of gas, through
gas-rich and gas-poor mergers, and can be prolonged by
inefficient star formation due to turbulence and feedback
in the interstellar (ISM) and circum-galactic media (CGM)
(White & Rees 1978; Somerville et al. 2008; Tacchella et al.
2018; Behroozi et al. 2019). Galaxy quenching, on the other
hand, involves mechanisms that either heat the gas in galax-
ies or remove it entirely, so that it can no longer form stars.
The processes involved in this are thought to be a combina-
tion of ‘halo quenching’, arising from halo gas being shock
heated over time, stellar feedback, winds from exploding su-
pernovae, thermal and kinetic feedback from Active Galac-
tic Nuclei (AGN), as well as external factors such as mergers
and interactions (Scannapieco et al. 2005; Dekel & Birnboim
2006; Kaviraj et al. 2007; Bell 2008; Kimm et al. 2009; Kereš
et al. 2009; Woo et al. 2012; Bundy et al. 2008; Weinberger
et al. 2017). In between these states, galaxies are affected by
the interplay of these different processes and are also found
to rejuvenate after periods of relative quiescence (Fang et al.
2012; Pandya et al. 2017).

The spatial and temporal scales involved in these pro-
cesses differ by several orders of magnitude, and yet all we
see in galaxy surveys are their cumulative effects on the en-
tire observable population of galaxies at any given epoch.
These processes act over timescales ranging from < 1 Myr
to over a Hubble time, and can regulate star formation either
locally within a giant molecular cloud or across the entire
galaxy. Figure 1 shows a summary of various physical pro-
cesses and estimates of the timescales they are estimated to
act upon in contemporary literature at z ∼ 0. As the figure
shows, while different physical processes are estimated to act
over characteristic timescales, they can extend over multiple
orders of magnitude and overlap with other processes. This
enormously complicates the process of understanding the
effect of any individual process on galaxy evolution. Even
within a model where it is possible to turn a certain process
off or modulate its strengths, the corresponding effects are
difficult to generalize, and might change in response to other
variables.

Explaining the observed diversity of galaxies today is
thus one of the key challenges facing theories of how galax-
ies form and evolve. Since physical processes regulate star
formation over characteristic timescales, it should be possi-
ble to study their effects on galaxy evolution using the im-
prints they leave on the star formation histories (SFHs) of
galaxies. Specifically, studying the variability of galaxy SFHs
over different timescales provides a useful space to quantify
and understand the cumulative effects of different processes
driving or suppressing star formation on that timescale. The
key open questions can therefore be phrased in terms of SFH
variability on different timescales, as,

• What drives the variability of galaxy SFHs on different
timescales? Do different models of galaxy evolution predict
different amounts of variability at a given timescale?

• Is there a relation between the variability on different

timescales? How does this change as a function of galaxy
properties?

This approach towards understanding galaxy evolu-
tion through timescales is particularly informative since the
SFHs of galaxies contain a wealth of observationally acces-
sible information about the timescales of mergers, of bursts
of star formation and quenching, baryon cycling and short
timescale burstiness1 - relating them to the strengths of
AGN and stellar feedback as well as the dark matter ac-
cretion histories of their parent galaxies. This information
is encoded in the form of the overall SFH shape, as well
as fluctuations on different timescales. The strength of SFH
fluctuations on short timescales is tied to the formation and
destruction of giant molecular clouds (GMCs) due to su-
pernovae explosions, cosmic rays and photoionization feed-
back (Gnedin et al. 2008; Parrish et al. 2009; Hopkins et al.
2014; Faucher-Giguère 2018; Tacchella et al. 2020). On in-
termediate timescales it is thought to arise from a variety of
sources, like mergers, stellar winds, and AGN feedback (Mi-
hos & Hernquist 1994; Thomas & Kauffmann 1999; Di Mat-
teo et al. 2005; Robertson et al. 2006a; McQuinn et al.
2010; Robaina et al. 2010; Tacchella et al. 2016). On the
largest timescales it is dictated by the behaviour of their par-
ent haloes, and by processes like AGN feedback that drive
quenching (Scannapieco et al. 2005; Kaviraj et al. 2007; Bell
2008; Kimm et al. 2009; Woo et al. 2012; Bundy et al. 2008;
Weinberger et al. 2017; Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2017b). While
the longest and shortest timescales have been extensively
studied in theory and have observational constraints, the
strength of fluctuations on intermediate timescales remains
of prime interest since they are difficult to constrain ob-
servationally and experience contributions from a variety of
different processes with overlapping timescales.

As observations continue to grow in quality, techniques
that reconstruct the SFHs from observations are able to
extract more robust constraints on the SFHs of individual
galaxies and ensembles (Pacifici et al. 2012; Smith & Hay-
ward 2015; Leja et al. 2017; Carnall et al. 2018; Iyer et al.
2019). We now approach the point where we can compare
observational distributions of galaxy SFHs to those from
simulations to obtain constraints on intermediate-to-long
timescales. Performing this analysis for mass-complete sam-
ples across a range of redshifts will allow us to understand
and constrain the strengths of the various feedback processes
that regulate star formation within and across galaxies.

On shorter timescales, a multitude of papers study the
‘burstiness’ of star formation (Weisz et al. 2011b; Sparre
et al. 2015; Domı́nguez et al. 2015; Guo et al. 2016; Sparre
et al. 2017; Emami et al. 2019; Broussard et al. 2019; Caplar
& Tacchella 2019; Hahn et al. 2019a). There exist many defi-
nitions for burstiness in the literature, with most using some
ratio of Hα or UV-based SFR measurements, which are av-
eraged over timescales of ∼ 4 − 10 Myr and ∼ 20 − 100 Myr
respectively. Comparing distributions of SFRs measured us-
ing these two indicators affords a probe of the increase or

1 The term ‘burstiness’ is loosely used to denote variability in

SFR across a range of timescales in the literature (Weisz et al.
2011b; Guo et al. 2016; Matthee & Schaye 2019; Wang & Lilly

2020b). With this in mind, we preface the term with an appro-

priate timescale range whenever used.

MNRAS 000, 1–35 (2020)
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Figure 1. A summary of current estimates in the literature for the timescales on which different physical processes regulate the growth of

galaxies. These timescales are estimated from theoretical models and simulations of galaxy evolution, with the corresponding references
listed in Appendix C. The different colours highlight the different scales and types of physical processes, ranging from processes regulating

the creation and destruction of GMCs (purple; Leitherer et al. 1999; Tan 2000; Tasker 2011; Faucher-Giguère 2018; Benincasa et al.
2019), dynamical processes within galaxies (green; Krumholz & Burkert 2010; Hopkins et al. 2014; Forbes et al. 2014b; Semenov et al.

2017, the cycling of baryons in the ISM and CGM (blue; Marcolini et al. 2004; Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2017a), the growth of magnetic

fields (yellow; Hanasz et al. 2004; Pakmor et al. 2017), metallicityi evolution (cyan; Torrey et al. 2018), mergers and merger induced star
formation (red; Robertson et al. 2006b; Jiang et al. 2008; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2008; Hani et al. 2020), environmental factors (grey; Mo

et al. 2010; Lilly et al. 2013) and galaxy quenching (pink; Sales et al. 2015; Nelson et al. 2018b; Wright et al. 2019; Rodŕıguez Montero

et al. 2019). While the figure shows the large range of estimated timescales for different processes, it also encodes the diversity in the
estimated timescales of individual processes (e.g., quenching timescales) across different models in the literature. While this is not an

exhaustive list of timescales, it is intended to be a fairly representative subset of the range and diversity in current estimates.

decrease in the SFR over the recent past, with a distribu-
tion therefore affording a statistical view of how the galaxy
population is behaving. However, such analysis is extremely
difficult due to inherent uncertainties in SFR measurements,
assumptions about the monotonicity of SFRs over different
timescales, and degeneracies with a stochastic IMF and dust
properties (Johnson et al. 2013; Shivaei et al. 2018). Caplar
& Tacchella (2019) undertook an effort to quantify the vari-
ability of the SFH on short, intermediate and long timescales
by constraining the Power Spectral Density (PSD) from the
scatter of the star-forming sequence (SFS). Wang & Lilly
(2020b,a) complement this by using the PSD formalism to
obtain constraints on the ratio of the burstiness of SFRs on
10 Myr to 1 Gyr timescales using resolved SDSS-IV MaNGA
observations.

In this paper, we build on this to establish a framework
for understanding the fluctuations in galaxy SFHs using the
PSD formalism (Caplar & Tacchella 2019). The PSD at any
timescale is a measure of the amount of power contained in
SFR fluctuations on that timescale, and therefore encodes
the variability or ‘burstiness’ on that timescale. This pro-
vides us with a view of the relative power across different
frequencies (and therefore across different timescales) in a
galaxy’s SFH, and therefore a first step towards tying the sig-
natures in SFHs to the underlying physical implementations
of feedback in the different models. Using this formalism, we
compare the star formation histories of galaxies across differ-
ent models, ranging from empirical models to full numerical
magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) simulations. This is impor-

tant towards understanding how the SFHs of galaxies may
be affected by the input numerical methods, sub-grid pre-
scriptions, and resolution effects, and can be seen in compar-
isons between different models that are calibrated to repro-
duce the same observations. In the current work we consider
five cosmological hydrodynamical simulations (Illustris, Vo-
gelsberger et al. 2014b,a; Genel et al. 2014; Nelson et al.
2015; IllustrisTNG, Pillepich et al. 2018b; Weinberger et al.
2018; Springel et al. 2018; Naiman et al. 2018; Marinacci
et al. 2018; Nelson et al. 2019; Mufasa, Davé et al. 2016;
Simba, Davé et al. 2019; EAGLE, Schaye et al. 2015; Crain
et al. 2015; McAlpine et al. 2016), three suites of zoom sim-
ulations (FIRE-2, Hopkins et al. 2014, 2018; g14 Governato
et al. (2012); Munshi et al. (2013); Brooks & Zolotov (2014)
and Marvel/Justice League Bellovary et al. 2019, Munshi
et al. in prep.), a semi-analytic model (Santa Cruz SAM,
Somerville et al. 2008, 2015; Yung et al. 2019; Brennan et al.
2016) and an empirical model (UniverseMachine, Behroozi
et al. 2013, 2019).

While this paper introduces and applies the PSD for-
malism to galaxy SFHs from simulations, it is outside the
scope of the current work to conclusively correlate PSD fea-
tures with their underlying physical mechanisms. The main
focus of this work lies in comparing PSDs of different mod-
els. Future work will examine individual models in more de-
tail and introduce observational constraints in PSD space,
using the full extent of observationally recoverable tempo-
ral information to validate and constrain theories of galaxy
evolution.

MNRAS 000, 1–35 (2020)
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Figure 2. The stellar mass function of z ∼ 0 galaxies from the

large-volume models we consider: Illustris, IllustrisTNG, Mufasa,
Simba, EAGLE, the Santa Cruz semi-analytic model, and Uni-

verseMachine. The black points with error bars provide a com-

parison to observations. The solid histograms in the bottom and
the corresponding y-axis on the right show the distribution of

stellar masses for the 14 galaxies from FIRE-2 (green), 8 galaxies
from g14 (blue), and 5 galaxies from Marvel/Justice League (red)

that we consider.

Section 2 briefly describes the various models we con-
sider in the current analysis, how we extract SFH informa-
tion from these models and compute their PSDs. Section 3
presents the the SFHs and corresponding PSDs of galaxies
from the various models as a function of stellar mass. It also
considers the effects of galaxy quenching on PSDs, and the
ties between SFHs and the dark matter accretion histories of
their parent haloes. Section 4 ties the results from this paper
to estimates from the current literature of the timescales on
which physical processes affect galaxy growth, and sources of
observational constraints in PSD space. We summarize and
conclude in Section 5. The appendices provide additional
tailored validation tests for the shortest timescale that can
be probed by the PSD of a simulation with a given reso-
lution (Appendix A), plot SFH parameters and covariances
at z ∼ 0 for the various models (Appendix B), and collect
references for various timescales estimated in the literature
(Appendix C).

2 DATASET AND METHODOLOGY

In this section, we set ourselves up to compute the PSDs of
galaxy SFHs from different models and provide context for
interpreting them. Section 2.1 describes the various mod-
els for galaxy evolution we consider in the current analysis.
Section 2.2 describes how we extract SFHs from these mod-
els, and Section 2.3 describes the PSD and how we com-
pute it. Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 address the problems due to
quenching and discrete star particles in computing the PSDs
for SFHs from hydrodynamical simulations, with a more de-
tailed forward-modeling approach given in Appendix A.

2.1 Models simulating galaxy evolution

We consider the star formation histories from a wide range of
galaxy evolution models, ranging from hydrodynamical sim-
ulations (Illustris, IllustrisTNG, Mufasa, Simba, EAGLE), a
semi-analytic model (Santa-Cruz SAM), an empirical model
tuned to match observations across a range of observa-
tions (UniverseMachine), and three suites of zoom simu-
lations (FIRE-2, g14 and Marvel/Justice League ) with a
higher resolution and more explicit prescriptions for the in-
terstellar medium (ISM) and stellar feedback (see reviews
by Somerville & Davé 2015; Vogelsberger et al. 2020, for
a summary of the individual components of these various
models).

For simplicity, in the current analysis we limit ourselves
to (i) considering only a fiducial run from each model, since
some models have multiple runs varying the parameters of
various sub-grid recipes, (ii) considering the SFHs of only
central galaxies above a stellar mass threshold of 109M� to
partially mitigate resolution effects, and (iii) studying galax-
ies at z ∼ 0, with model variants and redshift evolution to be
considered in further work. Figure 2 shows the normalised
distributions of stellar mass for galaxies from each model at
z ∼ 0, used in the current analysis. The FIRE-2, g14 and
Marvel/JL zoom simulations have a much smaller sample of
14, 8 and 5 galaxies, respectively, spanning a range of stel-
lar masses from ∼ 109M� to ∼ 1011.5M�. While these zoom
simulations allow us to probe SFH fluctuations to shorter
timescales compared to the large-volume models due to their
much finer spatiotemporal resolution, which allows them to
resolve GMC-scale structures and treat feedback more ex-
plicitly, these galaxies are not representative of a cosmolog-
ical sample. Caution should therefore be employed in gener-
alizing trends in their variability.

Each model of galaxy evolution is described briefly be-
low, with references to relevant papers containing more de-
tailed descriptions. Since the current analysis deals with
galaxy SFHs, the descriptions focus on how each simula-
tion implements star formation and feedback, and Table 1
contains a summary of the resolution, box size and number
of galaxies from each simulation.

• Illustris (Vogelsberger et al. 2014b; Genel et al. 2014)
The Illustris project2 is a large-scale hydrodynamical sim-

ulation of galaxy formation using the moving mesh code
AREPO (Springel 2010). The model includes recipes for
primordial and metal-line cooling, stellar evolution and
feedback, gas recycling, chemical enrichment, supermassive
black hole (BH) growth and AGN feedback (Springel &
Hernquist 2003; Vogelsberger et al. 2013). Given the spa-
tial resolution of ' 1 kpc, giant molecular clouds are not
resolved. A sub-resolution model for an effective equation-
of-state (Springel & Hernquist 2003) is implemented where
a star particle is stochastically produced above the crit-
ical hydrogen number density of nSF = 0.13cm−3 on
a density-dependent timescale that reproduces the ob-
served Kennicutt-Schmidt relation (Schmidt 1959; Kenni-
cutt 1989). Star formation results in supernovae, which re-
lease kinetic winds that expel gas from their surround-
ings and chemically enrich the ISM. These winds are im-

2 https://www.illustris-project.org/

MNRAS 000, 1–35 (2020)
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plemented by launching hydrodynamically decoupled ‘wind
particles’ that recouple to the gas when they leave the dense
local ISM and reach a cell with a density < 0.05nSF (Springel
& Hernquist 2003; Pillepich et al. 2018b). This results in a
non-local coupling of the stellar wind feedback to the gas,
in contrast to the local feedback from AGN. Feedback from
AGN can be either thermal or kinetic, following the model
of Springel et al. (2005); Sijacki et al. (2007). Galaxies in
the simulation are quenched primarily due to radio mode
feedback from AGN, with an expanding jet induced bubble
transferring energy from the BH to the halo and heating
the gas. Parameters of the Illustris model have been chosen
to roughly reproduce the cosmic star formation rate den-
sity (SFRD), and the galaxy stellar mass function (SMF),
the stellar mass-halo mass relation (SMHM), and the stellar
mass-black hole mass relation (SMBH) at z = 0.
• IllustrisTNG (Pillepich et al. 2018b; Weinberger et al.

2017)
A significantly updated version of the original Illustris

project, IllustrisTNG3 carries over recipes for star forma-
tion and evolution, chemical enrichment, cooling, feedback
with outflows, growth and multi-mode feedback from Illus-
tris with substantial updates (Pillepich et al. 2018b; Wein-
berger et al. 2017; Nelson et al. 2018a). In addition to this,
it incorporates new black hole driven kinetic feedback at low
accretion rates, magnetohydrodynamics and improvements
to the numerical scheme. Unlike Illustris, TNG injects winds
isotropically with a modified wind speed that depends on the
local 1D dark matter (DM) velocity dispersion, with a red-
shift dependence that matches the growth of the virial halo
mass. AGN feedback is modeled using two modes: a pure
thermal mode at high accretion rate (quasar mode) and a
pure kinetic mode at low accretion rate (radio mode), with
a kinetic wind feedback model (Weinberger et al. 2017) re-
sponsible for quenching galaxies (Weinberger et al. 2018).
In addition to the observations used with Illustris, the TNG
simulation parameters are also chosen to reproduce galaxy
sizes and halo gas fractions at z = 0.
• Mufasa (Davé et al. 2016)
The Mufasa meshless hydrodynamic simulations use the

GIZMO code (Hopkins 2015), prescriptions for cooling and
heating with Grackle (Smith et al. 2017), and star formation
and feedback from massive stars using scalings from FIRE
(Hopkins et al. 2014; Muratov et al. 2015). Star formation
is implemented stochastically from gas particles using the
Krumholz et al. (2009) formalism to estimate the H2 forma-
tion at coarse resolution accounting for sub-grid clumping.
Then, for densities ≥ 0.13cm−3, stars are formed stochas-
tically over local dynamical timescales (tdyn = 1/

√
Gρ) with

∼ 2% efficiency, following Kennicutt (1989). Sub-grid recipes
for feedback from massive stars launch two-phase winds that
drive material out of galaxies through a combination of type-
II supernovae, radiation pressure and stellar winds. These
winds are parametrized using a mass loading factor and wind
speed, and scaling relations for these parameters based on
galaxy properties are adopted from the FIRE simulations
(Muratov et al. 2015) instead of being tuned to reproduce
observations. Since Mufasa does not explicitly model AGN,
quenching is accomplished by keeping all the gas in massive

3 https://www.tng-project.org/

haloes heated (except gas that is self-shielded) to reproduce
the effects of ‘maintenance mode’ feedback from long lived
and AGB stars (Gabor & Davé 2015). Parameters in Mufasa
have been chosen to reproduce the galaxy SMF at z = 0.
• Simba (Davé et al. 2019)
The Simba cosmological galaxy formation simulations

are built on the Mufasa simulations including black hole
growth and feedback, using the GIZMO cosmological grav-
ity+hydrodynamics code with its Meshless Finite Mass
(MFM) solver (Hopkins 2014, 2017). Similar to Mufasa,
Simba uses a stochastic H2 based star formation model, with
the SFR given by the H2 density divided by the local dy-
namical timescale. Simba also uses two-phase winds with
updated mass loading factor scalings from FIRE (Anglés-
Alcázar et al. 2017a), which is similar to those adopted by
IllustrisTNG but with slightly lower wind velocities. Simba
implements a torque limited BH accretion model along with
a kinetic subgrid model for BH feedback similar to Anglés-
Alcázar et al. (2017b), but with a variable outflow veloc-
ity. Wind particles are decoupled for a short amount of
time (10−4τH, where τH is the Hubble time) from hydro-
dynamics and radiative cooling. The BH feedback is overall
similar to the two-mode model in IllustrisTNG, with some
differences detailed in Davé et al. (2019). The majority of
galaxy quenching occurs due to the AGN jet mode feedback,
with a bimodal distribution of quenching timescales found in
Rodŕıguez Montero et al. (2019). Parameters in the Simba
model have been chosen to reproduce the MBH − σ relation
and the galaxy SMF at z = 0.
• EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015; Schaller

et al. 2015; McAlpine et al. 2016)
The Evolution and Assembly of GaLaxies and their Envi-

ronments (EAGLE)4 is a set of cosmological hydrodynamic
simulations of galaxy formation using a modified version
of the Tree-PM smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)
code GADGET-3 (Springel 2005). EAGLE does not resolve
molecular clouds for accurate modeling of the warm gas
within galaxies, and implements sub-grid recipes for stellar
evolution, cooling and heating of gas due to stars and other
emission, metal enrichment of ISM gas and energy injection
due supernovae, and the formation, accretion and feedback
of AGN. Star formation occurs via gas particles that are
stochastically converted into star particles at a pressure-
dependent rate that reproduces the observed Kennicutt-
Schmidt law (Schaye & Dalla Vecchia 2008). A metallicity-
dependent density threshold (Crain et al. 2015) is adopted
to ensure that star formation happens in cold, dense gas.
The local ISM is heated stochastically due to feedback from
massive stars and supernovae with a fixed temperature incre-
ment (Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012). At high SFR, this feed-
back can lead to large-scale galactic outflows (Crain et al.
2015). Similar to feedback from star formation, AGN feed-
back is implemented using a single-mode thermal feedback
model. The fraction of radiated energy that couples to the
ISM is calibrated to reproduce the stellar mass-black hole
mass relation at z = 0, and mimics the ‘radio’- and ‘quasar’-
like modes depending on the BH accretion rate (Crain et al.
2015). Quenching is thought to happen on long timescales
(∼ 3 − 4 Gyr) for low mass central galaxies due to stellar

4 http://icc.dur.ac.uk/Eagle/

MNRAS 000, 1–35 (2020)
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feedback, and high-mass centrals on shorter timescales due
to AGN feedback and environmental quenching (Trayford
et al. 2016; Wright et al. 2019). Parameters in the EAGLE
suite are chosen to reproduce the galaxy SMF at z = 0.1 and
the disc galaxy size-mass relation.
• Santa-Cruz SAM (Somerville et al. 2008, 2015;

Porter et al. 2014; Brennan et al. 2016)
The Santa-Cruz Semi-Analytic Model contains a number

of well motivated semi-analytic prescriptions for the hier-
archical growth of structure, gas heating and cooling, star
formation and stellar evolution, supernova feedback and its
effect on the ISM and ICM, AGN feedback, starbursts and
morphological transformations due to mergers and disc in-
stabilities that are used in conjunction with the Bolshoi-
Planck (Klypin et al. 2011; Rodŕıguez-Puebla et al. 2016;
Klypin et al. 2016) dark matter simulation merger trees to
construct populations of galaxies that are tuned to match
observations at z = 0. The model implements two modes of
star formation: a ‘normal’ disc mode following the Schmidt-
Kennicutt relation, along with exploding supernovae which
drive outflows with recycling that occurs in isolated discs,
and a ‘starburst’ mode that occurs as a result of a merger
or internal disc instability. The SAM implements a multi-
phase gas model for the ISM. Cold gas can be ejected from
galaxies by winds driven by SN feedback. Heated gas is ei-
ther trapped within the DM halo potential well, or ejected
from the halo into the diffuse IGM. Brennan et al. (2016)
and Somerville & Davé (2015) find that virial shock heat-
ing due to massive haloes alone is not enough to quench
massive galaxies, with a significant role played by feedback
from AGN activity, driven by galaxy mergers or in-situ pro-
cesses like disc instabilities. Model parameters such as the
strengths of stellar and AGN feedback are calibrated using
the observed SMF at z = 0, with further details in Porter
et al. (2014).
• UniverseMachine (Behroozi et al. 2013, 2019)
The UniverseMachine is an empirical model that deter-

mines the SFRs of galaxies as a function of their host
haloes’ potential well depths, assembly histories, and red-
shifts. The model uses halo properties and assembly histo-
ries from the Bolshoi-Planck dark matter simulation (Klypin
et al. 2011; Rodŕıguez-Puebla et al. 2017; Klypin et al.
2016) in conjunction with a variety of observational con-
straints including the cosmic SFRD, observed SMFs, specific
SFR functions, quenched fractions, UV luminosity functions,
UV-stellar mass relations, IRX-UV relations, autocorrela-
tion and cross-correlation functions, and the dependence of
quenching on environment across 0 < z < 10 to constrain
its free parameters (see Table 1 in Behroozi et al. 2019).
Star formation rates are parametrized in terms of redshift
and halo properties, with the list of parameters in Table 2
of Behroozi et al. (2019), which include the scatter in the
SFRs of star forming galaxies, a model for the SFR-vM,peak
relation5, quenched fraction properties and random errors
in measuring stellar masses and star formation rates. The
parameters are tuned using Markov Chain Monte Carlo op-
timization to match the observational constraints. In the

5 Where vM,peak is the maximum circular velocity of the halo at

peak halo mass.

current analysis we use SFHs from the public Data Release
1 of UniverseMachine.
• FIRE-2 (Hopkins et al. 2018)
The Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE)6 simula-

tions considers a fully explicit treatment of the multi-phase
ISM, and stellar feedback. The simulations in this work are
specificially part of the “FIRE-2” version of the code; all de-
tails of the methods are described in Hopkins et al. (2018),
Section 2. The simulations use the code GIZMO (Hopkins
2015),7, with hydrodynamics solved using the mesh-free La-
grangian Godunov “MFM” method. Gas dynamics and ra-
diative cooling from a meta-galactic background and local
sources are incorporated using tabulated cooling rates from
CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 2017). Stars form by stochasti-
cally turning gas particles into stellar particles in dense, self-
shielding molecular, self-gravitating regions above a density
threshold. The stellar feedback prescription includes radia-
tion pressure from massive stars, local photoionization and
multi-wavelength photoelectric heating, core-collapse and
type Ia supernovae with appropriate momentum and ther-
mal energy injection, and stellar winds. The FIRE physics,
source code, and all numerical parameters are identical to
those in Hopkins et al. (2018). The higher resolution of
the FIRE simulations resolves the ISM to a larger extent
than the large-volume simulations. Hopkins et al. 2014 find
that supernova feedback alone is not enough, radiative feed-
back (photo-heating and radiation pressure) is needed to
destroy GMCs and enable efficient coupling of later super-
novae to gas. Multiple feedback mechanisms are also re-
sponsible for regulating the ISM: supernovae regulate stel-
lar masses/winds; stellar mass-loss fuels late star formation;
radiative feedback suppresses accretion on to dwarfs and in-
stantaneous star formation in discs. Feedback from super-
massive black holes is not included in the simulations (Hop-
kins et al. 2018). While there are approximations for the
momentum and energy deposition from SNe when the cool-
ing radius is not resolved, the simulations are not explicitly
tuned.
• g14 (Governato et al. 2012; Munshi et al. 2013; Brooks

& Zolotov 2014; Christensen et al. 2016; Brooks & Chris-
tensen 2016; Brooks et al. 2017; Christensen et al. 2018)

The g14 suite of cosmological zoom simulations are run
using the N-body+SPH code Gasoline (Wadsley et al. 2004)
within a WMAP3 cosmology. The galaxies are chosen to
have a range of merger histories and spin values. The g14
simulations follow the non-equilibrium formation and de-
struction of molecular hydrogen, and allow stars to form in
the presence of H2, with resolution high enough to resolve
the disks of galaxies and the GMCs in which stars form
(Christensen et al. 2012). Stars are born with a Kroupa et al.
(1993) IMF, mass and metals are returned in stellar winds as
star particles evolve and SN Ia and II return thermal energy
to the surrounding gas (see Stinson et al. 2006 for details).
For SN II, 1051 erg of energy are injected per SN. Metal dif-
fusion occurs in the ISM (Shen et al. 2010), and a cosmic UV
background is included following Haardt & Madau (1996).
The g14 suite was calibrated to match the SMHM relation
of Moster et al. (2013).

6 http://fire.northwestern.edu
7 http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/~phopkins/Site/GIZMO.html
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• Marvel/Justice League (Bellovary et al. 2019, Mun-
shi et al., in prep.)

The Marvel/Justice League simulations are run using
ChaNGa (Menon et al. 2015), the successor to Gasoline.
The Marvel-ous dwarfs (henceforth Marvel) are a sample of
field dwarfs (4-11 Mpc from a Milky Way-mass galaxy) at
65pc force resolution, while the DC Justice League (hence-
forth JL) are zooms of MW-mass disk galaxies and their
surrounding environments at 170pc resolution. Many of the
physics modules in ChaNGa remain the same as in Gaso-
line, such as the star formation and stellar feedback schemes,
with the exception that 1.5×1051 erg of thermal energy is in-
jected per SN II. This increase is motivated by the fact that
ChaNGa contains an improved implementation of Kelvin-
Helmholtz instabilities compared to Gasoline (Wadsley et al.
2017), which leads to more efficient accretion onto the disk.
An updated UV background is adopted, based on Haardt &
Madau (2012). In addition, supermassive black hole growth
and feedback is implemented using the models described in
Tremmel et al. (2017). Parameters in the simulations were
calibrated to reproduce the SMHM, SMBH, and SFRs of
galaxies at z = 0.

2.2 Extracting star formation histories

We compute SFHs for each galaxy in the hydrodynami-
cal simulations under consideration (Illustris, IllustrisTNG,
Mufasa, Simba, EAGLE, FIRE-2, g14 and Marvel/Justice
League ) by performing a mass-weighted binning of the star
particles with ∆t = 100 Myr. The choice of time bin is fur-
ther explored in Section 2.3.1. For models where we only
have access to the masses of the star particles at the time of
observation, we account for mass-loss using the FSPS (Con-
roy et al. 2009; Conroy & Gunn 2010) stellar population
synthesis code, adopting the initial mass function (IMF) of
the stellar particles in the simulation. In this procedure, we
consider all stellar particles belonging to a galaxy at z ∼ 0
instead of tracing the gas-phase SFR as a function of time.
The reason for this is twofold: (i) since the hydrodynamical
simulations trace the times when star particles were formed,
this gives us finer time-resolution than the snapshots saved
for the different simulations, (ii) since the SFHs we obser-
vationally reconstruct are the sum over all the progenitors,
this archaeological approach therefore allows us to compare
directly with observations. Both UniverseMachine and the
Santa Cruz SAM track the SFR for each galaxy, so we simply
interpolate these to match the same time grid with 100 Myr
steps as the hydrodynamical simulations. In both cases, the
resolution is fine enough that the interpolation does not need
to up-sample the SFR. Since the UniverseMachine SFHs are
stored in terms of scale factor instead of absolute time, an
additional periodogram is computed using the uneven spac-
ing to check that the PSDs are not significantly affected by
the interpolation. Additional fine-resolution SFHs are also
computed for the galaxies from the zoom simulations, with
a timestep ∆t = 1 Myr.

Since the SFHs span a large dynamic range, we work in
log SFR space in order to be able to better quantify the rel-
ative strengths of SFR fluctuations. Analyzing the SFHs in
linear SFR space effectively amounts to a different weighting
scheme. This choice is motivated by physical considerations,

since the SFRs of star forming galaxies are often found to be
distributed normally in log SFR space, with a tail towards
low SFRs from passive galaxies that do not have ongoing
star formation (Feldmann 2017; Hahn et al. 2019b; Caplar
& Tacchella 2019).

2.3 The Power Spectral Density (PSD)

The variability or ‘burstiness’ of galaxy SFRs is a topic of
much interest, and has been studied in a variety of ways -
using burstiness indicators based on the timescales of dif-
ferent SFR tracers (Guo et al. 2016; Emami et al. 2019;
Broussard et al. 2019), fitting an exponential to the Pear-
son correlation coefficient of SFRs as a function of time-
separation to quantify an ‘SFR evolution timescale’ (Torrey
et al. 2018), quantifying the scatter in SFRs smoothing on
different timescales (Hopkins et al. 2014; Matthee & Schaye
2019), using power spectral densities (PSDs) to quantify the
variability in Fourier space (Caplar & Tacchella 2019; Wang
& Lilly 2020b,a), or performing a PCA decomposition of
SFHs to get estimate the fraction of variance accounted
for by different timescales (Matthee & Schaye 2019). In
other studies involving timeseries data, the structure func-
tion (Hughes et al. 1992; MacLeod et al. 2010; Koz lowski
2016; Caplar et al. 2017) has also been used as a metric
to quantify variability on different timescales in quasar and
AGN studies.

In the current analysis, we choose to quantify the vari-
ability of galaxy SFHs using the PSD formalism, since

• the PSD formalism is well studied and easily inter-
pretable, and Fourier space provides an excellent domain
to quantify and compare the variability of SFHs across dif-
ferent timescales;
• the decomposition of variability into different frequen-

cies, and therefore different timescales, allows us to under-
stand the relative contribution to the overall burstiness from
each timescale. This takes us one step closer toward relating
this variability to the underlying physical processes respon-
sible; and
• evolving analysis techniques coupled with upcoming ob-

servational datasets will make it possible to obtain observa-
tional constraints in PSD space.

For a continuous time series ψ(t), the PSD is defined
in terms of the Fourier transform f (k) =

∫
dt e−iktψ(t) as

PSD(k) = | f (k)|2. In practice, we compute the PSD for each
SFH using Welch’s method (Welch 1967), implemented in
the scipy.signal.welch module.

The PSD corresponding to the SFH for an individual
galaxy reports a phase-averaged estimate of the strength of
SFR fluctuations at a given frequency8.

For a sinusoidal signal with a frequency ν, the corre-
sponding PSD is given by a delta function at the frequency
ν, shown in the top panel of Figure 3. Generalized to more
complicated timeseries, the PSD therefore provides a way
to disentangle and interpret the strength of the fluctua-
tions on different timescales, as previously done in studies
of AGN variability and theoretically with SFHs (MacLeod
et al. 2010, 2012; Caplar et al. 2017; Sartori et al. 2018;

8 Or, inverting it, at a given timescale.
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Simulation Name Type Box Length mDM msp ngalaxies fSFR≤10−3M�/yr
[Mpc] [106M�] [106M�] [M∗ > 109M�] [∆t = 100Myr]

Illustris Hydro 106.5 6.26 1.26 19354 0.02

IllustrisTNG Hydro 110.7 7.5 1.4 12220 0.03
Mufasa Hydro 50 96 48 3042 0.18

Simba Hydro 100 96 18 11300 0.13

EAGLE Hydro 100 9.7 1.81 7482 0.04

Santa-Cruz SAM SAM 100 203.7 N/A 12821 0.04

UniverseMachine Empirical 70.3 203.7 N/A 7361 0.05

FIRE-2 Zoom N/A 1.3(10−3)-0.28 2.5(10−4)-5.6(10−2) 14 0.0

g14 Zoom N/A 0.126 8.0(10−3) 8 0.0

Marvel-ous dwarfs Zoom N/A 0.0067 4.23(10−4) 1 0.0

DC Justice League Zoom N/A 0.042 8.0(10−3) 4 0.0

Table 1. Details of the various models compared in this paper. The box length for UniverseMachine denotes the subset of the full 250/h
Mpc box used in the current analysis. The number of galaxies reported is the subset of central galaxies with stellar masses > 109M�.

References for each simulation from which these parameters are taken can be found in Section 2.1. mDM and msp denote the masses of

DM and stellar particles, respectively, at the time of formation. ngalaxies is the number of galaxies in our z = 0 sample above M∗ ∼ 109M�
used in the current analysis, and fSFR≤10−3M�/yr is the fraction of the total sample for which SFR= 0 due to discrete star particles in the

hydrodynamical simulations and is set to 10−3M� to compute PSDs in log SFR space, and the fraction of time when SFR< 10−3M� for

the SAM and empirical model, with SFHs binned in 100 Myr intervals.
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Figure 3. Illustrating the power spectral density (PSD) computation using three example SFHs: (top:) A simple sine wave with a

timescale of 500 Myr, (middle row:) a combination of three sine waves, with timescales: 500 Myr, 2 Gyr and 10 Gyr, and (bottom:) a

stochastic SFH with a spectral slope of β = 2. (Left:) The individual galaxy SFHs, in log SFR space. (Middle column:) SFH fluctuations
on short, intermediate and long timescales isolated using a band-pass filter in Fourier space - the green curves show the power arising

due to the long timescales (> 4 Gyr), orange curves show the power contribution from intermediate timescales (1− 3 Gyr) and blue from
relatively shorter timescales (< 0.9 Gyr). (Right:) The PSD (black lines) corresponding to each SFH from the left panels, while the
three coloured ranges correspond to the band-passes used to isolate the Fourier modes in the middle panel. The PSD in each band pass

is proportional to the net strength of the fluctuations contained in the coloured curves from the middle column averaged over all phases.
For the sine wave, the PSD is well localized at a single frequency. With multiple sine waves, it is harder to separate the contributions

from individual components. For a stochastic process with spectral slope β ∼ 2, the power is distributed accross a range of timescales.
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Figure 4. Similar to Figure 3, showing the (PSD) computation using three galaxies from the IllustrisTNG simulation. (Top row:) A

green-valley galaxy, (middle row:) a quiescent galaxy with no star formation in the last ∼ 3 Gyr, and (bottom row:) an actively

star forming galaxy building up its stellar mass. (Left column:) The individual galaxy SFHs, obtained by binning mass-weighted star
particles in 100 Myr bins. (Middle column:) Log SFR fluctuations on short, intermediate and long timescales isolated using a band-pass

filter in Fourier space - the long timescales contain the most power and capture the overall shape of the SFH, while the shorter timescales

capture fluctuations around it. (Right column:) The black line shows the full PSD, and the the integral of the coloured curves in the
middle columns sets the strength of the PSD in the corresponding coloured timescale ranges. As seen in the middle panel,overall trends

in the SFH can be described by the contribution from the longest timescales, similar to the stochastic process in Figure 3. However,
depending on the shape of the SFH, the distribution of power on shorter timescales can change significantly.

Caplar & Tacchella 2019). A sharp peak in the PSD would
indicate strong SFR fluctuations at a given timescale, possi-
bly driven by a physical process. However, physical processes
acting over a range of timescales spread out the peaks and
make it more difficult to isolate the effects of individual pro-
cesses. An example of this is shown in the middle column of
Figure 3, where the sum of three sinusoidal curves produces
three peaks in the PSD, along with additional artifacts due
to the finite length of the time series. Processes like hier-
archical structure formation and correlated stochastic star
formation additionally link short timescales to longer ones,
creating an overall spectral slope to the PSD, shown in the
bottom panel of Figure 3. Physical processes can addition-
ally drive features at certain characteristic timescales, for
e.g., the regulator model (Lilly et al. 2013, see also Bouché
et al. 2010; Davé et al. 2012; Forbes et al. 2014b) predicts
SFHs correlated below an equilibrium timescale of a galaxy’s
gas reservoir, with the slope at timescales below the break
steeper by 2 than the slope above it (Wang & Lilly 2020a;
Tacchella et al. 2020). Such features can be seen as breaks
in the PSD (Caplar & Tacchella 2019). The PSDs of galaxy
SFHs therefore contain a wealth of information about the
different physical processes responsible for its shape.

Examples of this procedure are shown in Figure 4, which
shows SFHs for galaxies from the IllustrisTNG simulation
(left column) as well as their corresponding PSDs (right
column). The contribution to the PSDs at three different

timescales due to the strength of SFH fluctuations are high-
lighted in different colours in the middle panels. Unlike the
case for the sine wave, the power in these PSDs is spread
over a large dynamic range, indicative of the stochastic na-
ture of star formation and the wide range of timescales over
which physical processes in galaxies induce variability in the
star formation rates. With a thorough understanding of a
galaxy’s evolution and merger history, it might be possi-
ble to interpret its individual PSD. However, in the current
work we focus on studying the broader trends in a sample of
galaxy SFHs and their corresponding PSDs as a way to com-
pare different models of galaxy evolution on the same foot-
ing. In doing so, we examine the variability of galaxy SFHs
on intermediate (∼ 200 Myr) to long (∼ 10 Gyr) timescales,
and study the evolution in the PSDs as a function of stellar
mass and star forming state (star forming vs quiescent). We
choose stellar mass since it is a good tracer for the over-
all state of a galaxy, correlating well with a wide range of
other physical properties including halo mass, SFR, metal-
licity and BH mass, and can be calculated self-consistently
for all the models directly from the SFHs after accounting
for mass-loss.

2.3.1 Choosing a minimum time interval and SFR=0

In choosing the ∆t for our time bins, we need to consider the
effects of the discreteness of individual star particles, since
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the SFR will be zero in bins that do not contain any star
particles. This effect is particularly important for low-mass
galaxies, where the number of star particles is O(102 − 103)
depending on the model resolution. If not accounted for,
these bins lead to shot noise in log SFR space, biasing the
computed PSDs. We avoid this by increasing the size of the
time bins until the fraction of our data with SFR = 0 is signif-
icantly reduced. We also verified that the PSDs at timescales
longer than our adopted bin size ∆t are insensitive to the
choice of binning. In practice, we find that with time bins of
100 Myr, the percentage of bins where SFR = 0 is ∼ 3 − 6%
across the various models. The only notable exceptions are
Mufasa and Simba, which have poorer resolution. The frac-
tion of the total SFRs that are ≤ 10−3M�/yr for each model
are given in Table 1. Finally, we set values of SFR = 0 to
SFR = SFRmin = 10−3M�yr−1 for a given model to avoid val-
ues of −∞ in the PSD computation. We tested the procedure
to ensure that this does not significantly affect the PSDs of
quiescent galaxies by broadening the time-bins (increasing
∆t) to reduce the number of bins with SFR = 0 and compar-
ing the PSDs for longer timescales. An example of the PSD
for a fully quenched galaxy can be seen in the middle row of
Figure 4, which shows the SFH for a single quenched galaxy
from IllustrisTNG.

2.3.2 Shot noise due to discrete star particles

In the hydrodynamical simulations we consider, gas is turned
into a star particle probabilistically, depending on whether
certain temperature and/or density conditions are met. This
introduces a O(1) fluctuation in a given time bin (width ∆t)
based on whether the N+1th star particle is created. In log
SFR space, the sudden conversion of a gas particle into a
star particle creates large fluctuations when the SFR is low,
i.e., there are only a few star particles in a given time bin.
To avoid this, we only consider the portion of the PSD on
timescales (∆t > ∆tmin) that are large enough that there
are enough star particles in a bin to minimize the effects of
discrete star particles.

Since we are working with log SFR, the biggest fluc-
tuations due to discrete star particles will be in bins that
contain O(1) star particle. Given a galaxy with mass M∗
and resolution such that a star particle is of mass msp,
this effect becomes more likely when the number of time
bins (τH/∆t) is comparable to the number of star particles.
Therefore, we would like to avoid the limit M∗/msp . τH/∆t.
For a simulation with resolution msp, we therefore require:

∆t � τHmsp/M∗. For a galaxy with M∗ ∼ 1010M�, with res-

olution msp ∼ 106M�, this means that the time-bin width at
z ∼ 0 has to be � 1.3 Myr.

However, this is significantly complicated by the fact
that the SFHs of galaxies tend to rise and fall, which means
that star particles are not uniformly distributed across time.
Moreover, an O(1) fluctuation causes different contributions
depending on what the SFR is in a given bin. To account for
all of these effects, we forward-model the contribution of dis-
crete star particles in Appendix A, by creating realistic SFHs
corresponding to various stellar masses and then discretizing
them to match the resolution of the models we consider. We
then compute the power spectra of the true and discretized
SFHs, to determine the lowest timescales to which we can

accurately probe the PSD at a given resolution and stellar
mass. The PSDs below these thresholds have been shown
as dashed black lines in Section 3.1. In practice, this means
that to probe fluctuations on timescales below 1 Gyr, we
need galaxies that have a stellar mass of at least 108.5, 108.6,
109.9, 109.5 and 108.7M� for Illustris, IllustrisTNG, Mufasa,
Simba and Eagle respectively. As we go to shorter timescales
the threshold goes up, e.g., to probe fluctuations below 300
Myr, the minimum stellar mass of galaxies needed is 1010.1,
1010.1, 1011.0, 1010.7 and 1010.2M� respectively.

Having established the procedures for extracting SFHs
from the various models and studying them in PSD space,
we now look at the PSDs of galaxies across the different
models.

3 STAR-FORMATION DIVERSITY AND
VARIABILITY IN DIFFERENT MODELS

The variability of galaxy SFHs on different timescales are
linked to the underlying processes that regulate star forma-
tion across galaxies. The strength of this variability, i.e., the
amount of power in the PSD at a given timescale is there-
fore a useful constraint regarding the cumulative effect of all
the processes that contribute to the PSD at that timescale.
Since the shapes of the SFHs are intimately linked by scal-
ing relations to the other physical properties of galaxies like
stellar mass, environment and morphology (Kauffmann et al.
2003; Whitaker et al. 2014; Iyer et al. 2019; Tacchella et al.
2019), understanding the link between SFHs and the power
on different timescales acts as a step towards linking these
properties to the underlying physical processes responsible.

For all the models, Section 3.1 reports the median SFHs
and PSDs in bins of stellar mass, and examines their char-
acteristics. Sections 3.2 compares the diversity of SFHs pre-
dicted by the different models we consider, while Section 3.3
examines the diversity in the PSDs on particular timescales
of interest. Section 3.4 looks at the difference in the PSDs
based on whether galaxies are actively star-forming or quies-
cent. Finally, the relation between galaxy SFHs and the dark
matter accretion histories (DMAHs) of their parent halos is
studied in Section 3.5.

3.1 Variability in the different models at z=0

3.1.1 Large-volume simulations

In Figures 5, 6 and 7 we show the SFHs and corresponding
PSDs for galaxies binned in intervals of stellar mass for the
Illustris, IllustrisTNG, Mufasa, Simba, and EAGLE hydro-
dynamical simulations, the Santa-Cruz semi-analytic model,
and the UniverseMachine empirical model. Binning in stellar
mass allows us to study the coherent features in the PSDs of
similar demographics of galaxies across the various models.
In a given mass bin, we plot the median SFH and median
PSD; the median PSD is obtained from the PSDs of individ-
ual SFHs (i.e. not from the median SFH). We see that there
is a large amount of diversity in both the star formation
histories and the PSDs of galaxies from the various models,
although some broad trends can be observed. Overall, the
SFHs of galaxies tend to rise and fall (Pacifici et al. 2012;
Pacifici et al. 2016), with this behaviour accentuated as we
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Figure 5. The median star formation histories (SFHs; left) and corresponding power spectral densities (PSDs; right) of galaxies
from the Illustris and IllustrisTNG cosmological hydrodynamical simulations, shown here in 0.5 dex bins of stellar mass, centered on the

values given in the legend. PSDs are computed from individual SFHs prior to taking the median. The shaded regions show the 16th -84th

percentile of the distribution in a given mass bin at each point in time (left) and fluctuation timescale (right). Dashed lines indicate
regions where shot noise due to discrete star particles may contaminate the PSDs according to our validation tests (see Appendix A).

The PSDs of low- and intermediate-mass galaxies in Illustris and IllustrisTNG show a break at 1 − 2 Gyr (more prominent in Illustris

than IllustrisTNG), which disappears in higher-mass galaxies, i.e. the PSD of the most massive galaxies is nearly scale-free.

go to higher stellar masses where the fraction of quenched
galaxies is higher (Peng et al. 2010; Whitaker et al. 2014;
Schreiber et al. 2015). The times at which the median SFHs
in a given mass bin peak and the rate at which they fall
differ widely across the different models. For example, the
median SFHs for MW-like galaxies (M∗ ∼ 1010.5M�) peak at
epochs ranging from z ∼ 1.75 (t = 3.8 Gyr) for IllustrisTNG
to z ∼ 0.75 (t = 7.1 Gyr) for UniverseMachine, with the other
models falling somewhere in between. 109M� galaxies in Il-
lustrisTNG and UniverseMachine do not appear to fall on
average, contrasted with the decline observed for the EA-
GLE and SC-SAM models. Due to the coarser resolution of
Mufasa and Simba, we are unable to probe this mass range.

For all the models, the PSDs generally rise towards
longer timescales, i.e., the dominant contribution to the
overall shape of the SFH comes from fluctuations on the
longest timescales. More massive galaxies show a slight in-
crease in the overall normalisation. This increase in power
on the longest timescales traces the increasing contribution
on long timescales from quenched galaxies at higher stellar
masses, and is discussed further in Section 3.4.

The PSDs can locally be described using a power-law,
with the slopes varying across the models and also within

models as a function of stellar mass and timescale. For the
median PSDs, the spectral slopes range between β ∼ 0 to
β ∼ 4, where the former implies that the strength of fluc-
tuations on adjacent timescales are uncorrelated, while the
latter implies that the strength of fluctuations on adjacent
timescales are highly correlated. Similar to the PSD power,
the slope generally rises towards higher masses and longer
timescales. In conjunction with the SFHs, we see that this
is tied to the quenching of galaxies, which selectively adds
power on longer timescales, leading to an increase in the
long-timescale slope. This can also be seen comparing the
bottom to the middle panel of Figure 4. We discuss this in
more detail in Section 3.4.

Apart from these overall similarities, the PSDs and cor-
responding SFHs display a lot of variety across the various
models, with Mufasa and Simba showing greater variability
on short timescales compared to Illustris, IllustrisTNG, EA-
GLE, Santa Cruz SAM and UniverseMachine. For the most
massive galaxies, this corresponds to a nearly 1 dex increase
in the power on ∼ 200 Myr timescales.

A possible concern is that this effect is in part due to
resolution effects, since Mufasa and Simba star particles are
∼ 10× those of Illustris, IllustrisTNG and EAGLE. While
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, but for the Mufasa, Simba and EAGLE cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. Due to the lower
resolution of the Mufasa and Simba simulations, we only show galaxies with M∗ > 1010M�. The PSDs of these simulations show a

smoothly increasing PSD slope toward longer timescales, i.e. they show less significant breaks than PSDs in Illustris and IllustrisTNG.

our forward-modeling of shot-noise accounts for this, we also
consider the PSDs of three different IllustrisTNG runs with
varying resolution in Section 4.3 which shows that while
there is a slight increase in the power on short timescales
due to poorer resolution, this is an actual phenomenon due
to the galaxies evolving differently and quenching faster, as
evidenced by the difference in their median SFHs. In addi-
tion, the increase is not enough to completely account for
the higher power found in Mufasa and Simba (∼ 0.5 dex due
to resolution vs the ∼ 1 dex difference between the shortest

timescales for the most massive Mufasa/Simba and Illus-
trisTNG galaxies).

There are several notable breaks in the PSDs for par-
ticular models. In general, we see that the breaks generally
decrease in strength toward higher stellar masses, tending
to resemble an overall scale-free PSD with slope β ∼ 2. The
timescales and number of breaks can vary significantly across
the different models, and are briefly summarised below.

• Illustris has two breaks - an intermediate-timescale
break around ∼ 0.6−1 Gyr and a longer-timescale ∼ 2.6−4.2
Gyr timescales. These breaks are prominent at low and in-
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 5, but for the Santa Cruz semi-analytic model and the UniverseMachine empirical model. Tying galaxy SFRs
to the dark matter accretion histories of their parent halos without explicit prescriptions for dynamical processes in UniverseMachine

manifests as a lack of features in the PSDs that is similar to IllustrisTNG at long timescales and high stellar masses.

termediate stellar masses. For the most massive galaxies, the
breaks nearly disappear and the PSD is close to scale free.

• The breaks in IllustrisTNG are similar to the breaks
in Illustris, but overall less pronounced. Furthermore, the
break at ∼ 0.6−1 Gyr in Illustris moves to longer timescales
(∼ 1.1 − 2.6 Gyr) in IllustrisTNG. Again, the PSD becomes
nearly scale-free at M∗ > 1011M�.

• Both Mufasa and Simba have no clear breaks, and in-
stead show a gradual increase in PSD slope from β ∼ 0 to
β ∼ 2 toward longer timescales. The highest mass bin in Mu-
fasa shows a slight peak at ∼ 300 Myr timescales. Above ∼ 3
Gyr, the slopes in Mufasa stabilise at a constant value, and
slopes in Simba approach β ∼ 2.

• The PSDs in EAGLE show a smooth increase in slope
similar to Mufasa. This increase in slope continues till ∼ 3
Gyr timescales, beyond which the PSD slopes stay constant.

• The Santa-Cruz SAM has a clear break at low and
intermediate masses: the break timescale increases from
∼ 400 − 600 Myr to ∼ 1 − 1.6 Gyr from M∗ ∼ 109M� to
M∗ ∼ 1010.5M�. At M∗ ∼ 1011M�, the PSD is nearly scale
free. For the most massive galaxies, the PSDs resemble those
of Simba and EAGLE, showing a smooth increase in slope
toward long timescales.

• UniverseMachine shows the least variation in slope com-
pared to the other models, with β ∈ (1, 2.5). It also contains
a break at ∼ 1.5 − 3 Gyr where the slope decreases with

timescale, followed by a shallower break over ∼ 3 − 10 Gyr
where it rises again toward longer timescales (similar to Il-
lustrisTNG). The break decreases in strength slightly with
increasing stellar mass, and is probably tied to the inferred
quenching behaviour learned from tying halo accretion to
observed galaxy properties.

3.1.2 Zoom simulations

In addition to the large-volume models, the FIRE-2, g14 and
Marvel/Justice League suites of zoom simulations, with star
particles of 102−104M�, allow us to (i) test the effect of much
finer spatiotemporal resolution that enables the simulations
to resolve GMC-scale structures and treat feedback more
explicitly compared to the large-volume simulations and (ii)
probe specific parts of the PSD parameter space (for e.g.,
shorter timescales) that are not accessible at present with
large-volume cosmological models.

In Figure 8, we show the PSDs of 14 galaxies in FIRE-
2, 8 galaxies in g14, and 5 galaxies in Marvel/JL that have
M∗ > 109M�. All the zoom simulations agree qualitatively
with each other: the PSD is roughly constant between a
timescale of ∼ 300 Myr to 2 − 3 Gyr and then increases
toward longer timescales. Furthermore, the power around
1 Gyr increases toward lower masses in all three simula-
tions, consistent with the idea that lower mass galaxies have
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 5, but for smaller samples of galaxies from the FIRE-2 and g14 and Marvel/Justice League zoom hydrody-
namical simulations. The FIRE-2 galaxies exhibit higher values of PSD at short timescales compared to the other models. The g14 and

Marvel/Justice League simulation shows lesser power on shorter timescales than FIRE-2 at a given mass. In addition, there is a stronger

trend of increasing variability on shorter timescales as we go to lower masses.

burstier star formation than higher mass galaxies. Quantita-
tively, the zoom simulations show a few differences: galaxies
in g14 and Marvel/Justice League show less power on shorter
timescales compared to FIRE-2 at a given stellar mass, in-
dicating that they are less bursty in general. However, they
show a stronger trend of increasing burstiness (i.e., power
on shorter timescales) with decreasing stellar mass.

This behaviour of increasing power on short timescales
toward lower mass galaxies can also been seen in the large-
volume models like Illustris, IllustrisTNG, EAGLE and Mu-

fasa. However, the presence of shot-noise at short timescales
(. 300 Myr) portions of the PSDs makes this conclusion
more difficult to draw. FIRE-2 shows a higher contribu-
tion to the power from shorter timescales compared to most
large-volume simulations, with uniformly high power at all
timescales . 3 Gyr that is comparable to Mufasa and Simba.

In Figure 9, we show the PSDs of six individual galax-
ies from the three zoom suites — h277 from g14 (Zolotov
et al. 2012; Loebman et al. 2014; O’Shaughnessy et al. 2017),
Sandra from Justice League, Rogue from Marvel (Bellovary
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Figure 9. The much finer resolution of galaxies from the zoom simulations allows us to probe the PSDs of individual galaxy SFHs to
much finer timescales than the large-volume models. We compute the PSDs for individual galaxies from the g14 (h277), Marvel (Rogue),

JL (Sandra) and FIRE-2 (m12m - closest in stellar mass to Sandra, m11q - an SMC-mass dwarf, m12f - a MW-like halo) suites of zoom

simulations. The top panels show the full galaxy SFHs (left) and the SFHs over a period of 1 Gyr (right), corresponding to the shaded
region in the left panel. The bottom panel shows the corresponding PSDs. The vertical dashed line in the PSD plot shows the shortest

timescales we probe with the large-volume simulations in Figures 5, 6 and 7, an order of magnitude above what is possible with the

zoom simulations. The overall slope of the PSDs continues down to shorter timescales, with the FIRE-2 galaxies showing more power
on short timescales compared to the g14 and Marvel/JL galaxies. The PSDs of Rogue and h277 show a notable excess in the PSD at
∼ 100 − 300 Myr timescales, while Sandra, m12m and m12f appear to show broader, less-prominent peaks spread over a longer range of
timescales (∼ 60 − 200 Myr). m12f and m11q display a break in the PSD at ∼ 100 Myr timescales, with a flattening of the PSD beyond
that. Several galaxies also show distinct temporal dependence on variability, with m12f showing increased burstiness at earlier epochs,

and Rogue showing oscillatory features at t = 7 − 10 Gyr.

et al. 2019, Munshi et al., in prep.), and m11q, m12f, and
m12m from FIRE-2 (Hopkins et al. 2018). m12m is a an
early-forming halo hosting a MW-mass galaxy, and is clos-
est in stellar mass to Sandra, and has a similar overall shape
for the SFH. m12f is a MW-like galaxy. h277 is a MW ana-
logue with no major mergers since z = 3. Rogue and m11q
are both SMC-mass dwarfs. More information about these

galaxies and their physical properties can be found in the
cited papers.

The increased resolution of the zoom simulations allow
us to probe the PSDs down to much shorter timescales (∼ 10
Myr) than currently possible with the large-volume models.
The bottom panel of Figure 9 provides our first view of the
PSD of simulated galaxies down to these timescales. We find
that:
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• The broken power-law behaviour found in the PSDs on
longer timescales continues down to the timescales of ∼ 10−
30 Myr.
• On short timescales, the PSDs show a slope of β ∼ 1−2,

with FIRE-2 tending towards a shallower slope with more
overall power, consistent with increased burstiness.
• On timescales ∼ 100 − 300 Myr, some PSDs show dis-

tinct peaks (h277 and Rogue). The absence of major mergers
could play a part in setting the strength of this peak for h277
since h258, a similar g14 galaxy with a more active merger
history does not display such a prominent peak and instead
shows an elevated PSD overall.
• On timescales of ∼ 0.2 − 1 Gyr, the PSDs flatten out

(β ∼ 0), before converging to a power-law with slope β ∼ 2−3
on long timescales.
• The slopes of the FIRE-2 galaxies are generally shal-

lower and have less power compared to galaxies in g14 and
Marvel/Justice League .
• Overall, lower mass galaxies like m11q and Rogue can

sometimes display considerably higher power than their
higher mass counterparts on timescales . 6 Gyr, in keep-
ing with the trend of increasing burstiness with decreasing
stellar mass.

The rich PSDs of these zoom simulations provide an
excellent dataset to test and validate theories that connect
physical processes to features in the PSDs. Specifically, these
short timescales (< 100 Myr) probe the gas cycle within
galaxies, including the formation and disruption of star-
forming clouds (Faucher-Giguère 2018; Jeffreson & Kruijssen
2018; Kruijssen et al. 2019). Therefore, we might be able to
use the PSD on these timescales to constrain the lifecycle
of star-forming clouds (Tacchella et al. 2020). Furthermore,
the PSD is accessible from observations, since star forma-
tion rates estimated from Hα and the UV can allow us to
constrain the slope of the PSD in this regime (Caplar &
Tacchella 2019).

3.2 The diversity in SFH shapes

In this section, we study how the different models deviate
from the overall sample behaviour (and from each other)
by quantifying the overall SFH diversity as a function of
time and stellar mass. We compute the median SFH in a
given mass bin for individual models and compare it to the
median SFH in a given mass bin across all the models. To
account for the differing number of galaxies in a given mass
bin across the different models, we randomly sample 1000
SFHs with replacement from the available SFHs at each step
of the calculation. We repeat this sampling and calculation
100 times to adequately capture small (∼ 0.02 − 0.1 dex)
fluctuations due to random seeds.

The result is shown in Figure 10, which shows the dif-
ference between the median SFHs in different bins of stellar
mass. It should be noted that the median SFH across all
models is not the ‘correct’ SFH, but merely a guide to the
eye. Therefore, instead of comparing the deviation from the
median for any given model, it is more instructive to (i) look
at the differences between the models themselves, and (ii)
use the median to get an idea of the overall variance among
models at a given mass and epoch (shown as shaded grey
regions). Although there is a considerable diversity across

the different models, the largest differences occur when the
SFR is low – at early epochs when galaxies are beginning to
assemble their mass and when they are quenching. A locus
of agreement across the various models exists in each mass
bin, moving to higher redshifts with increasing mass. This
is correlated with the epoch when the median SFHs peak in
their SFR, as seen in Section 3.1.2. This means that despite
these differences, the overall picture of galaxy mass assembly
described by the models is similar.

At late times (low redshifts), there is an increase in the
overall variance between the different models with increasing
mass, ranging from ∼ 0.3 dex at M∗ ∼ 1010.0M� to & 1 dex
for massive galaxies (M∗ > 1010.5M�). The median SFHs
across all models agree well at z < 1 in the lowest mass
bin. These trends are not easy to interpret since, as we dis-
cuss in Section 2.2, these SFHs are tracing the SFR of the
main progenitor as well as of all the accreted systems. This
means that this late time divergence is probably a combina-
tion of how the various models implement quenching as well
as the SFH of the accreted systems. Although a full treat-
ment studying the cause of these differences is outside the
scope of this analysis, quantifying the differences between
the PSDs for these SFHs begins to illustrate how differing
strengths of SFR fluctuations across a range of timescales
could shape the overall SFHs over the next few sections.

Additional plots showing the distributions of SFH pa-
rameters such as stellar mass, sSFR, SFH peak and width
for the various models can be found in Appendix B.

3.3 Comparing PSDs across different models

Section 3.1 describes some of the overall trends in the PSDs -
the distribution of power across a broad range of timescales,
with an increase in power towards longer timescales / shorter
frequencies. However, each model shows unique trends in
how the PSDs evolve with stellar mass, as well as the actual
strength of the PSD at different timescales.

Since there are a range of modeling assumptions and
numerical recipes used across the various models we con-
sider, a comparison in PSD space serves to highlight the
differences in the resulting variability of their SFHs on dif-
ferent timescales. Figure 11 shows where the median PSDs
of galaxies from the various models (as shown in Figures 5,
6, and 7) lie in PSD slope vs PSD power space at three rep-
resentative timescales (300 Myr, 1 Gyr and 10 Gyr), and an
interactive version of this plot spanning timescales ranging
from ∼ 200 Myr to 13 Gyr can be found online9. An equiva-
lent plot showing individual galaxies from the zoom simula-
tions is shown in Figure 12. The PSD power is the strength
of SFR fluctuations or ‘burstiness’ at a given timescale. The
local slope of the PSD at a given timescale is computed using
the PSD within a log timescale of ±0.1 dex, and is a measure
of how tightly coupled the PSD is to adjacent timescales.
Changing this interval while computing the slope does not
affect the overall trends across the models. A slope of 2 can
be found in models of stochastic star formation described by
random walks (Caplar & Tacchella 2019; Kelson et al. 2020).
Tacchella et al. (2020) find this to emerge naturally within
the framework of the gas regulator model (Lilly et al. 2013)

9 https://kartheikiyer.github.io/psd_explorer.html
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Figure 10. The diversity in the median SFHs for the different models. The dashed black line at 0 dex corresponds to the median SFH

of all galaxies in that mass bin across all the models, accounting for the differing number of galaxies from each model. Coloured solid
lines show difference in log SFR space between this and the the median SFH for all galaxies from individual models. The shaded region

shows the median variance (84th − 16th percentile)/2 in the SFHs across all the models. At high redshifts, modeling differences give rise to

high amounts of variability in galaxy SFHs. The differences between the different models is small for z . 1 in the 1010M� bin, but rises
in the higher mass bins as galaxies begin to quench and mass growth through merging gets more important.

and in modeling stochasticity due to GMC formation and
destruction. Most high-mass and low-sSFR galaxies across
the different models show a slope ∼ 2, while UniverseMa-
chine shows this at all stellar masses. Individual points for
each model show the median slope and power of the PSDs
in the same 0.5 dex bins of stellar mass that are used in
Figures 5, 6, and 7, highlighting evolution in PSD space as
galaxies grow more massive.

A key point to note is that the various models are ex-
tremely diverse in (i) the region of PSD space they occupy
at a given timescale, and (ii) their evolution with stellar
mass. At ∼ 300 Myr timescales, there seems to be an over-
all attractor toward increasing slope and decreasing power as
the stellar mass increases, although this does not hold for all
the models. The short timescale power generally increases as
a function of decreasing stellar mass, indicating that lower
mass galaxies are generally more bursty across a variety of
models. This trend is not as prominent for the SAM and em-
pirical model. Meanwhile, at ∼ 1 Gyr timescales the models
seem to follow a range of different behaviours, although most
models seem to converge on a PSD slope of β ∼ 2 at high
stellar masses. On the longest timescales, both slope and

power tend to increase with increasing stellar mass, in part
due to the increased contribution from quenched galaxies to
the long-timescale PSD power. Depending on how the indi-
vidual models implement quenching, however, the rate and
extent of this effect can vary greatly (see Section 3.4).

It should be noted that although these trends are shown
using the median values for the PSD slope and power in
a given mass bin, there is a large amount of variance in
the range of slope and power values possible for individual
galaxy PSDs due to features that may be present in individ-
ual galaxy SFHs based on stochastic events like halo accre-
tion fueled star formation and major mergers. The variance
in slopes is from σ(PSD slope) ∼ 0.7 − 1.0 (dex)2 and in
power is σ(log PSD) ∼ 0.2− 0.7(dex)2Myr, corresponding to
the shaded regions in the individual PSD plots and generally
increasing with increasing stellar mass. While the large vari-
ance indicates that individual galaxies in a given mass range
exhibit a large diversity in behaviour, trends across stellar
mass are generally robust since they trace the behaviour of
the entire population.

Given that the models span such a wide range in PSD
slope and power at any given mass and timescale, observa-
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Figure 11. Quantifying the behaviour of the PSDs in slope-
power space at different timescales. This amounts to taking cross-

sectional slices of the PSDs in Figures 5,6,7 at 300 Myr (top) and
1 Gyr (middle) and 10 Gyr (bottom). The circle size increases
with stellar mass, using the same 0.5 dex stellar mass bins as

previous figures. The x-axis shows the overall power in the PSDs
at different timescales and masses, while the slope indicates how

tightly the timescales are coupled. Moving towards higher power

and lower slope (bottom-right) increases how ‘bursty’ the SFR is.
While the PSDs inhabit a similar locus in slope-power space at

shorter timescales, they show varied behaviour at timescales of

∼ 1 Gyr. An interactive version of this plot can be found online
at https://kartheikiyer.github.io/psd_explorer.html.
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Figure 12. Similar to Figure 11, but for individual galaxies from
the zoom simulations. The bounding boxes correspond to the

edges of the corresponding panels in Figure 11 for the median
PSD slope and power from the large volume models. There is a
notable trend towards increasing power with decreasing stellar

mass on ∼ 300 Myr timescales. While a similar trend is also seen
in the large-volume hydrodynamical simulations, the lack of PSD

contamination on the shortest timescales due to the significantly

higher resolution of the zoom simulations makes this a more ro-
bust result, albeit with a much smaller sample.
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Figure 13. The difference between the median log PSDs of quiescent and star forming galaxies in 0.5 dex bins of stellar mass. The bins

are the identical to those in Figures 5, 6, 7, starting from 109M� for all the large-volume models we consider except Mufasa and Simba,

which start at 1010M� due to lower resolution. Coloured lines represent different mass bins, while grey curves denote regions where we
expect resolution-dependent shot-noise to contaminate the PSDs. The PSDs of quiescent galaxies are notably greater than those of star

forming galaxies on long timescales, with some models showing mass-dependent trends on shorter timescales.

tional constraints in this space (Caplar & Tacchella 2019;
Wang & Lilly 2020b) would provide strong constraints on
modelling galaxy physics.

3.4 The PSDs of star-forming vs quiescent
galaxies

Quenching becomes an increasingly important phenomenon
as we consider galaxies with higher stellar masses. This phe-
nomenon can be driven by a range of different physical
processes acting on different timescales. Since the quench-
ing of galaxies is an observably measurable phenomenon,
it is therefore possible to get observational constraints on
quenching timescales and connect them to the relevant phys-
ical processes. Here we explore the differences in the PSDs
of actively star-forming and quiescent galaxies at z = 0 to
determine what, if any, differences they show at different
stellar masses.

To perform this analysis, we first need to select galax-

ies that are quiescent at the time of observation. There exist
multiple ways of performing this selection, depending on the
definition of quenching (e.g., through a cut in UVJ space, in
specific SFR, or a threshold distance from the SFR-M∗ cor-
relation, among others, see for example Donnari et al. 2019;
Hahn et al. 2019b). In the current analysis, we separate
galaxies into star forming vs quiescent using a commonly
used threshold in sSFR (sSFR < 0.2/τH ∼ 10−10.83yr−1 for
quiescent galaxies at z ∼ 0, see Pacifici et al. (2016); Carnall
et al. (2019)). This approach is motivated by two reasons:
(i) since we already have access to the SFHs, this allows
us to avoid the systematic assumptions of forward model-
ing rest-frame UVJ colours and the degeneracies of separat-
ing quiescent galaxies in that space, and (ii) we avoid the
systematics of accounting for different SFR-M∗ correlations
across the different models (Hahn et al. 2019b) and use a
uniform threshold for comparison across the models.

Having identified quiescent galaxies across the various
models, we then compare the PSDs of quiescent galaxies
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to those of star-forming galaxies at different stellar masses.
Since quenching distinctively alters the shape of a galaxy’s
SFH, we expect the PSDs of quiescent galaxies to show more
power on long timescales. Figure 13 shows the difference in
the median log PSDs of quiescent and star forming galaxies
in the same 0.5 dex stellar mass bins used in the rest of this
work. We exclude the highest mass bin (M∗ ∼ 1011.5M�),
since there are not enough star forming galaxies in all the
models to perform this analysis.

We see that at low stellar masses, the quiescent galaxy
PSDs generally show greater power on long timescales, with
the exact timescale varying across models, ranging from
∼ 900 Myr to & 3 Gyr. As we go to higher stellar masses,
we find that there is an excess of power across a range
of shorter timescales in the IllustrisTNG, Simba, EAGLE,
and SC-SAM models. This could be explained by processes
driving quenching also driving variability in SFRs on other
timescales. For example, multiple short episodes of feed-
back due to (i) AGN-driven outflows leading to the even-
tual quenching of galaxies, as seen in the implementation
of jet mode AGN feedback (Rodŕıguez Montero et al. 2019)
or (ii) X-ray feedback rapidly evacuating the star forming
gas in the central regions (Appleby et al. 2020) could lead
to increased short-timescale variability in Simba. In con-
trast, since Mufasa implements quenching primarily through
a ’maintenance mode’ feedback, it does not show a strong
evolution with stellar mass. Another explanation for this
increase in power on short timescale for quiescent galaxies
could be that the quiescent galaxies assemble their mass
earlier, when SFHs in general were more bursty (Muratov
et al. 2015; Hayward & Hopkins 2017). The phenomenon of
quiescent galaxies assembling their mass earlier can be seen
the correlation between t50 and sSFR for quenched galaxies
among the various models shown in Appendix B. However,
the nature of this correlation is uniform across all the models
and can not fully account for the variations in the difference
between star-forming and quenched galaxy PSDs observed
between the models.

In more detail, the Illustris and IllustrisTNG models
both show sharp breaks above which the power in quiescent
galaxies rises, with the break occurring on longer timescales
in IllustrisTNG. The increase in power on short timescales
with increasing mass is also more prominent in TNG com-
pared to Illustris. The updated winds and AGN feedback
in IllustrisTNG also show a noticeable increase in power on
short timescales above masses 1010.5M�, where AGN feed-
back becomes most effective. EAGLE shows a much broader
range of timescales in comparison, similar to Simba albeit
with high power at a given mass. The SAM shows a sig-
nificant increase in power on timescales below ∼ 2 Gyr,
with this trend increasing with stellar mass. This seems to
be primarily associated with stochastic starbursts on short
timescales triggered by mergers, with more massive galaxies
experiencing these events to a larger extent. UniverseMa-
chine shows a moderate increase in power with quenching
over all timescales.

In summary, PSDs across the different models show a
range of behaviours when galaxies quench, with strong mass
dependence in some models (IllustrisTNG, Simba, EAGLE,
SC-SAM) and a range of timescale-specific breaks in the
PSD (∼ 900 Myr in Illustris, ∼ 2 − 3 Gyr in IllustrisTNG,
∼ 3 − 4 Gyr in Simba, and ∼ 2 Gyr in the SC-SAM). Ob-

servational constraints in PSD space for star forming and
quiescent galaxy populations will provide sensitive probes of
discriminating between the range of quenching mechanisms
implemented across these models.

3.5 How dark matter accretion shapes PSDs

Upon examining the PSDs of galaxy SFHs across differ-
ent models, we find that most of the power resides in the
long timescales on which SFHs rise and fall. At early cosmic
times, several models find the SFHs of galaxies to be cor-
related with the dark matter accretion histories (DMAHs)
of their parent haloes (Wechsler & Tinker 2018). Diemer
et al. (2017) model galaxy SFHs as log-normal curves, and
find that the peak and width of SFHs in Illustris correlate
strongly with the properties of their DMAHs with an offset
between the formation times of haloes and galaxies that in-
creases with stellar mass, along with a tight relation between
the BH mass and peak time. Similarly, Qu et al. (2017) show
that the SFHs of galaxies in EAGLE increasingly decorre-
late from the halo accretion histories at increasing masses,
by plotting the formation time vs accretion time for haloes
and galaxies across stellar mass bins. They find this to be
due to AGN feedback, which suppresses in-situ star forma-
tion and causes the stars in massive galaxies to form early
and the galaxies to grow subsequently by mergers (i.e., the
majority of star formation finished early), while haloes con-
tinue accreting mass until late times (i.e., massive haloes
form late) (Neistein et al. 2006).

From an analytical standpoint, Kelson (2014) models
star formation as a stochastic timeseries, with the ‘long-
timescale memory’ encapsulated by a Hurst parameter of
∼ 0.98± 0.06. In Kelson et al. (2016), this model is extended
to derive stellar mass functions at early times, explicitly re-
lating the variance of the SFRs for an ensemble of galaxies
to the DM haloes and their ambient matter densities at the
epoch when star formation begins. Kelson et al. (2020) an-
alytically estimate the slope of the DMAH PSD to be ∼ 1.

With this in mind, it would therefore be instructive to
(i) compute the PSDs of DMAHs and study their behaviour,
(ii) study the extent to which variability in galaxy SFHs is
tied to the variability in the DMAHs of their parent haloes,
and (iii) examine if SFHs and DMAHs are coherent, to un-
derstand if dark matter accretion drives star formation.

3.5.1 The variability of dark matter accretion histories

We compute the PSDs for a sample of dark matter accretion
histories from IllustrisTNG, defined as ∆Mhalo from one time
step to another with the same ∆t = 100 Myr bin width. The
halo accretion histories are computed using the Friend-of-
Friend (FOF) and SUBFIND algorithms (Davis et al. 1985;
Springel et al. 2001; Dolag et al. 2009), by selecting galaxies
with M∗ > 109M� at z ∼ 0 and tracing them back in time to
find all the dark matter particles associated with the halo of
the main progenitor at each snapshot from z ∼ 20 to z = 0,
described in detail in Pillepich et al. (2018b). While this does
not correspond directly to the full SFH that we have been
considering so far, it is possible to relate it to the in-situ
SFH of the central progenitor, and then connect the in-situ
SFH to the full SFH. Since the halo accretion histories are
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Figure 14. Equivalent to Figure 5, halo mass accretion histories and corresponding PSDs for the parent halos of galaxies in the

IllustrisTNG simulation, in bins of stellar mass. In comparison to the SFH PSDs, the halo accretion history PSDs show a remarkable

self-similarity for galaxies in different bins of stellar mass. The dashed blue lines in the left panel provide a comparison to the median
DM accretion histories computed using the EPS formalism as outlined in Correa et al. (2015), calculated using the median DM halo

mass for each stellar mass bin.

only accessible at the discrete timesteps of the IllustrisTNG
snapshots, they have been interpolated to match the uniform
time-grid used throughout the rest of this work. Comparing
the computed PSD after this interpolation to periodograms
computed using the original uneven snapshot timesteps do
not show any significant differences. We also repeated the
analysis with different halo mass definitions based on the
DM mass within certain fractions of Rcrit,200 or within fixed
distances of 10, 50 and 100 kpc from the center of the halo
potential, and found that the resulting trends do not change
significantly.

Figure 14 shows the dark matter accretion histories
(DMAHs) of galaxies in IllustrisTNG across four bins in stel-
lar mass. For each stellar mass, the median DM halo masses
in the 0.5 dex bin are: Mhalo ∼ 1011.61, 1011.89, 1012.37, and
1012.89M�, corresponding to stellar masses of M∗ ∼ 1010,
1010.5, 1011, and 1011.5M�respectively. The dashed blue lines
show the average DMAHs based on the extended Press-
Schechter (EPS) formalism (Press & Schechter 1974; Bond
et al. 1991; Lacey & Cole 1993), which provides an approx-
imate description for the hierarchical growth of DM haloes
from an initial Gaussian density field as a stochastic pro-
cess. Specifically, the accretion histories were computed us-
ing an analytic model derived from the EPS formalism de-
scribed in Correa et al. (2015). The analytic curves are a
good match to the IllustrisTNG DMAHs, and show a rise
and a slight subsequent decline described by the relation
Mhalo(z) = M0(1 + z)af (M0)e− f (M0)z , where M0 is the mass of
the halo at z ∼ 0, a depends on cosmology and f (M0) is
related to the linear (spatial) matter power spectrum. We
find that the PSDs show a remarkable self-similarity, with a
slight increase at the longest timescales corresponding to the
overall normalisation of the halo mass. The PSDs also show
a ‘plateau’-like behaviour at ∼ 1 − 3 Gyr timescales, i.e., a
sharp break toward increasing PSD slope from β ∼ 0.3 to
β ∼ 1.6, followed by a break towards slopes of β ∼ 0.6 − 1 on
long timescales. However, this trend is weak in the highest-
mass bin. Although outside the scope of the current work,
the physical origin of this feature could be independently
verified by comparing against PSDs from DM-only simula-
tions. Such an analysis will necessitate a slightly different

sample selection approach, since here we simply computed
the PSDs for the DMAHs of the parent halos of galaxies in
fixed stellar mass bins.

The slopes also increase to β ∼ 1.6 as we approach the
shortest timescales probed. Overall the median PSD slopes
are ∼ 1, consistent with the analytical derivation of Kelson
et al. (2020). On long timescales, haloes are thought to grow
by smooth accretion, while on shorter timescales they grow
by merging (Dekel et al. 2013). Understanding the origin of
this plateau, and whether it can be derived within the EPS
formalism10 is therefore an interesting challenge for models
of halo growth.

3.5.2 Comparing the PSDs of DMAHs to SFHs

Having computed the PSDs of DMAHs, we would now like
to compare them to the PSDs of SFHs computed earlier. To
this end, Figure 15 shows the excess power in the median
PSDs of galaxy SFHs from IllustrisTNG compared to those
of DMAHs across bins of stellar mass 0.5 dex wide.

Since the DMAHs generally have a higher overall nor-
malisation and correspondingly larger fluctuations due to
considering the accretion and mergers of the entire haloes
instead of just their baryonic component, we normalize the
PSD for each central galaxy - parent halo pair by the ra-
tio of their stellar mass to halo mass, in effect bringing the
DMAHS to the same scale as the SFHs. Doing so allows us
to compare their PSDs on a similar footing. Note that this is
not a perfect comparison, since it assumes that the Mhalo−M∗
ratio is roughly constant throughout cosmic time. However,
this assumption only needs to hold for ensembles of haloes,
and is motivated by studies that find a only a mild evolu-
tion of baryon fraction with redshift (Crain et al. 2007) in
conjunction with extensions to central galaxies (Kulier et al.
2019).

10 i.e., relating the spatial matter density power spectrum to the

temporal mass accretion history power spectrum, see Kelson et al.
(2020).
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Figure 15. The difference between the median dark matter

accretion history (DMAH) and SFH PSDs for IllustrisTNG
(∆̃SFH−DMAH = log PSDSFH − log PSDDMAH.scaled). Since the DM ac-

cretion rates are generally higher and have more variance than
their corresponding SFHs, the PSDs for each halo are scaled by a

factor of M∗/Mhalo prior to computing the median DMAH PSDs

in a given mass bin. Thick solid lines show the median difference
in PSDs corresponding to 0.5 dex mass bins centered at the values

shown in the legend. Dashed lines show the difference in PSDs for

quiescent galaxies, while dotted lines show the PSD difference for
star forming galaxies.

Figure 15 finds that the excess power in SFHs in com-
parison to DMAHs lies mostly on longer timescales, which
can also be inferred from the steeper slopes of their PSDs
- IllustrisTNG SFHs have median slopes of β ∼ 2 ± 0.4,
compared to DMAHs, whose PSDs have median slopes of
β ∼ 1 ± 0.4. On the shortest (∼ 200 Myr) timescales, the
DMAHs have comparable power to the IllustrisTNG SFHs.
While this does not imply that DM accretion is driving the
variability on these timescales, it is a helpful coincidence
that accounts for why Mitra et al. (2016); Rodŕıguez-Puebla
et al. (2016); Kelson et al. (2020) get the right scatter for the
SFR-M∗ correlation using models that correlate SFRs with
DM accretion rates, without having to invoke arguments of
SFR-regulation by feedback. There is a noticeable plateau
in the DMAH PSDs that translates to a coherent feature at
∼ 1 − 3 Gyr in Figure 15, although the prominence of this
feature decreases with stellar mass. A portion of this excess
power on long timescales appears to come from quenching,
which decorrelates when galaxies form their stars from when
haloes assemble their mass. This can be seen from the differ-
ence between the median PSD difference between SFHs and
DMAHs for star forming (dotted) and quiescent (dashed)
galaxies in a mass bin, and in Section 4.1. Even with quench-
ing accounting for up to ∼ 1 dex of power on timescales & 3
Gyr, there still remains an excess of about ∼ 0.8 − 1 dex of
power on timescales above a Gyr with a tail toward shorter
timescales, that needs to be accounted for by mergers and
dynamical processes within galaxies.

3.5.3 The coherence of in-situ SFHs and DMAHs

It is important to keep in mind that the mass assembly histo-
ries of galaxies are different from their SFHs, since mergers
bringing in already-formed stars would be counted in the
former at the time when the merger occurs, but in the latter
when the ex-situ stars first formed. Since the contribution
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Figure 16. The coherence between the in-situ component of the

SFHs to the full SFHs (top), and that of the in-situ SFHs with the
dark matter accretion histories (bottom) of their parent haloes at

different timescales. Coherence is defined as Cxy = P2
xy/ |PxPy |.

As more massive galaxies grow a greater fraction of their mass
ex-situ due to mergers, they increasingly decohere from their in-

situ SFHs on shorter timescales. The PSDs of dark matter and
in-situ SFR are largely mass invariant and only weakly related at

short timescales, where baryonic processes dominate. The slightly

higher coherence in the highest-mass bin on shorter timescales
could be due to short-lived bursts of star formation induced by

mergers.

from ex-situ star formation is known to correlate strongly
with stellar mass across different models (Rodriguez-Gomez
et al. 2015; Qu et al. 2017; Behroozi et al. 2019; Moster
et al. 2018; Tacchella et al. 2019), it would be instructive
to understand the timescale dependence of correlations be-
tween the in-situ star formation and the full SFH, as well
as the correlations between the in-situ star formation of the
central progenitor and the DMAH of its parent halo. We
quantify this by computing the cross power-spectrum, given
by Pxy =

∫
(
∫

x(t)y(t + t ′)dt ′)e−iktdt, and using it to find the

coherence, Cxy = P2
xy/|PxPy | for these two sets of timeseries,

where Px, Py are the PSDs of the two timeseries x and y (in
this case SFHs and DM accretion histories, or full and in-situ
SFHs) and Pxy is the cross-power spectrum. The coherence
is therefore the normalized excess in power compared to each
series taken in isolation.

The top panel of Figure 16 shows the coherence com-
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puted for the full SFHs compared to just the in-situ SFH of
the central progenitor for IllustrisTNG galaxies. We see that
while the coherence is high on long timescales, which means
that the shape of the two SFHs cannot be too different, the
coherence on shorter timescales falls off on shorter timescales
with increasing mass. Rodriguez-Gomez et al. (2015); Tac-
chella et al. (2019) showed that more massive Illustris and Il-
lustrisTNG galaxies assemble an increasing fraction of their
mass ex-situ, due in part to an increased number of ma-
jor and minor mergers. Mergers bring in lower-mass galax-
ies, which typically have more power on shorter timescales.
This leads to the full SFH decorrelating from that of the
central progenitor on shorter timescales. The bottom panel
of Figure 16 shows the coherence computed between the DM
accretion histories and the in-situ SFH of the central pro-
genitor, which most closely tracks the parent halo. This plot
quantifies the effect of baryonic physics on regulating SFR
on short timescales, as the two quantities are linked on the
longest timescales, but fall off rapidly at timescales below
∼ 3 Gyr. Similar to the DM accretion history PSDs, there is
only a weak trend with increasing stellar mass.

In summary, (i) the variability of DMAHs, quantified
using their PSDs, is self-similar across different masses and
has a median slope of ≈ 1; (ii) the DMAHs do not contribute
significantly to the overall variability of their SFHs, except
at the shortest (. 400 Myr) timescales where their variabil-
ity is similar to those of SFHs. Quenching can account for
a significant fraction of the excess power in SFHs on the
longest timescales; and (iii) The DMAHs are coherent with
the in-situ star formation of galaxies on long timescales (& 3
Gyr). Therefore, they may set the overall shape of the in-situ
mass assembly histories of their central galaxies.

4 DISCUSSION

The PSD formalism provides a useful way to quantify the
variability in galaxy SFHs across different timescales. Apply-
ing this to a variety of different models of galaxy evolution,
we find that the PSDs of galaxy SFHs generally show broken
power-law shapes, with a tendency to grow more featureless
and tend to a single power-law with slope β ∼ 2 toward
higher stellar masses. The PSDs also show a wide diversity
between the models in terms of slope and power at any given
stellar mass and timescale. In Section 4.1, we relate these ob-
served PSD features to existing estimates for the timescales
on which different physical processes are expected to act,
with a table reported in Appendix C. In Section 4.2, we dis-
cuss observational measurements and techniques that can be
used to obtain constraints in PSD space. Section 4.3 demon-
strates the effects of lower resolution on PSDs using addi-
tional runs of the IllustrisTNG simulation. Finally, Section
4.4 considers possible directions for extending the analysis
presented in this work.

4.1 The characteristic timescales of physical
processes in simulations

There exist a range of estimates in the literature for
timescales associated with different physical processes, some
of which are shown in Figure 1 and listed in Appendix C. In
this Section, we briefly summarize the current state of our

understanding regarding which physical processes can con-
tribute to SFR fluctuations at various timescales. By doing
this, we can begin to connect the different features seen in
the median PSDs of SFHs in Section 3.1.2 to the underly-
ing physical processes responsible. It also serves as a useful
starting point for future analyses looking at these features
in greater depth within specific models. Starting with pro-
cesses that act on the shortest timescales, we gradually work
our way to the longer timescales that are the focus of the
bulk of this paper.

GMC formation and destruction: Star formation
on small spatiotemporal scales occurs in GMCs, whose life-
times are sensitive to a variety of factors including cloud col-
lisions and mergers, feedback from supernovae, cosmic rays
and photoionisation, turbulence in the ISM, and the growth
of magnetic fields (Dobbs et al. 2012, 2015; Kim & Ostriker
2017; Semenov et al. 2017; Pakmor et al. 2017; Benincasa
et al. 2019). Current upper bounds on theoretical predictions
for GMC lifetimes range between ∼ 7−20 Myr (Tasker 2011;
Benincasa et al. 2019), with estimates for the timescales of
individual processes that influence GMC lifetimes reported
in Appendix C. Analytical models can also provide an un-
derstanding of when star formation in this regime can be
bursty (Faucher-Giguère 2018).

Considering the rate of GMC formation and destruc-
tion to be a stochastic process, we would therefore expect a
power-law PSD with slope β ∼ 2 at these timescales (Kelson
2014; Tacchella et al. 2020). Although the large-volume mod-
els do not probe these timescales, the three suites of zoom
simulations allow us to test this hypothesis. In fact, we do
find the PSD in this timescale to be well-described by power-
laws, and the g14 and Marvel/Justice League galaxies show
slopes of β ∼ 1.6+0.4

−0.1 uncorrelated with stellar mass, while

the FIRE-2 galaxies show slopes of β ∼ 1.8+0.5
−0.4, with a mild

trend of increasing slope with stellar mass over timescales of
∼ 10 − 20 Myr.

Dynamical processes within galaxies: A range of
physical processes act to influence the state of the ISM on
galaxy dynamical timescales (∼ 108 yr). These processes in-
clude turbulence in the ISM, molecular gas encountering spi-
ral arms and bars, galactic winds, and the rapid cycling of
ISM gas between star forming and non-star forming regions,
in addition to the exponential growth of magnetic fields, and
stochastic inflows of CGM gas11. Analytical models account
for these processes through a range of timescales, including
timescales for gas accretion and cooling, as well as star for-
mation, turbulent crossing and effective viscous timescales
that describe how long it takes for accreted gas to reach
the center of the galaxy (Dekel et al. 2009; Krumholz &
Burkert 2010; Forbes et al. 2014a). For modeling these pro-
cesses, resolution plays an extremely important role since
resolving the ISM allows simulations to capture the effects
of turbulence driven by feedback, as well as model the feed-
back self-consistently while relaxing the need for sub-grid
recipes. Most of our knowledge in this regime comes from
small-volume simulations (e.g., a slice of a galactic disk, Kim
& Ostriker 2017, or an idealized disk Semenov et al. 2017) or
zoom simulations focusing on individual galaxies (Hopkins
et al. 2014; Ceverino et al. 2014; Christensen et al. 2016).

11 The last two extend to longer timescales as well.
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Bursty star formation has been noted on timescales of ∼ 45
Myr in the TIGRESS framework (Kim & Ostriker 2017),
and on ≤ 100 Myr timescales in FIRE-2 (Sparre et al. 2017;
Hung et al. 2019).

Since there are many competing factors at play, we ex-
pect the PSDs in this regime (and beyond) to be compli-
cated, and this is what we generally see in all the zoom
simulation suites. Overall, while the PSDs can still be ap-
proximated with a power-law, several PSDs show minor
peaks12 or breaks13 with average slopes in the ∼ 30−100 Myr
range of β ∼ 2.0+0.8

−0.7 for g14 and Marvel/Justice League and

β ∼ 1.3+0.4
−0.5 for FIRE-2. All three suites of simulations show

increased scatter in the power-law slopes, along with a trend
of increasing slope with stellar mass in this timescale range,
perhaps correlated with decreasing dynamical timescales as
galaxies grow more massive.

Mergers: Mergers between galaxies bring in a combi-
nation of stars that have already formed and gas that can
fuel a burst of subsequent star formation, with timescales
ranging from ∼ 100 − 500 Myr (Hernquist 1989; Barnes &
Hernquist 1991, 1996; Mihos & Hernquist 1996; Robertson
et al. 2006b; Hani et al. 2020). The effect on SFHs comes
from mergers as a a primary mechanism for driving star-
bursts in galaxies (in addition to disk instabilities) and as a
controversial trigger for quenching, depending on a variety of
factors including the mass ratio, relative alignment, how gas-
rich the merger is, and even if the merger triggers a central
AGN (Hopkins et al. 2006; Governato et al. 2009). Zoom
simulations also predict that mergers or counter-rotating
streams can lower the angular momentum of the gas disk
within galaxies, leading to a compaction of the gas phase,
which results in an enhancement of the SFR (Zolotov et al.
2015). These phases can last for one to a few hundred Myr
and move galaxies to the upper envelope of the star-forming
sequence (Tacchella et al. 2016). Rodŕıguez Montero et al.
(2019) find that major mergers cause enhanced SFR at all
masses below a threshold of ∼ 1011M� in Simba. Tacchella
et al. (2019) find trends consistent with centrally enhanced
star formation due to ex-situ star formation for intermedi-
ate mass (1010−11M�) galaxies, with mergers responsible for
over two thirds of the ex-situ component toward the high-
mass portion of that range. A notable consequence of this is
the increasing loss of coherence between the in-situ and full
SFHs of galaxies in Figure 16 with increasing stellar mass.

In addition to the timescale of SFR enhancement follow-
ing a merger, we also need to consider the fact that mergers
themselves are stochastic events, and therefore carry an ad-
ditional implicit timescale. Estimates of merger timescales
are generally O(1) Gyr (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2008; Lotz
et al. 2011; Snyder et al. 2017), and can vary significantly
depending on assumed definitions and factors like pair sep-
aration and angular momentum of the system. Due to these
factors, it can be difficult to isolate the effects of mergers on
galaxy PSDs.

Baryon Cycling: The global efficiency of how galax-
ies are able to convert their gas into stars is almost an order

12 ∼ 35 − 60 Myr for Sandra in Justice League, Rogue in Marvel

and in m12m, m11e, m11d, m11i, m11v, and m12i in FIRE-2
13 ∼ 60 − 90 Myr for h986 from g14 and for m12b, m11f, m11i,

m11g, m11c in FIRE-2

of magnitude different from local efficiencies in star forming
regions. Semenov et al. (2017) tie this to the cycling of ISM
gas between regions that are star forming and those that
are not. In addition to this, gas that leaves the galaxy due
to ejective feedback and returns also contributes to prolong-
ing the period over which a galaxy continues to form stars
(Christensen et al. 2016; Hopkins et al. 2018, also see re-
view by Tumlinson et al. 2017 and references therein). The
lifetimes and dynamics of cold clouds in the halo are also
subject to a variety of timescales (Forbes & Lin 2019).

Estimated timescales for the cycling of baryons span a
wide range, from ∼ 100 Myr to about 3 Gyr (Oppenheimer
et al. 2010; Christensen et al. 2016; Mitra et al. 2016; Anglés-
Alcázar et al. 2017a; Grand et al. 2019). Some studies find
the timescales to scale with halo or stellar mass (Oppen-
heimer et al. 2010; Mitra et al. 2016), while other stud-
ies find it to be largely independent of mass (Christensen
et al. 2016). While we find evidence for peaks and breaks
in the PSDs of individual galaxies on these timescales, es-
pecially in the zoom simulations (for example, in Figure 9),
the broad range of timescales and the dependence on galaxy
properties other than stellar mass results in these peaks be-
ing washed out in the median behaviour for an ensemble
of galaxies. However, it is possible that breaks in the PSD
could be correlated with baryon cycling processes, and bears
further investigation in future work. In particular, the evo-
lution of the break timescales with stellar mass in different
models could help us understand why some studies show a
significant mass-dependent trend while others do not. How-
ever, since mergers and other factors also play a role at these
timescales, their effects also need to be accounted for in such
an analysis.

The ∼ 1 dex excess in the power of SFHs compared
to DMAHs after accounting for quenching could correspond
to contributions from baryonic processes like mergers and
baryon cycling occurring on halo dynamical timescales as the
galaxy grows, leading to imprints in the PSD on timescales
∝ 2πτdyn ∼ 2π(0.1τH) ∼ 2.1−8.6 Gyr over the past ∼ 10 Gyr14.
Since the dynamical time grows with decreasing redshift,
the resulting contribution to the PSD would end up being
smoothed out over a broad range of timescales. The plateau
in simulations like Illustris and IllustrisTNG and individual
galaxies in the zoom simulations at ∼ 1 − 3 Gyr are also
indicative of a decorrelation timescale that naturally arises
in damped random walk models of star formation (Caplar
& Tacchella 2019; Tacchella et al. 2020).

Quenching: Quenching in central galaxies can happen
due to a lot of different factors - the shock heating of virial
halo gas preventing cold-mode accretion (Dekel & Birnboim
2006), energy from AGN jets that heat gas and prevent it
from forming stars (Somerville et al. 2008) and outflows that
could remove cold gas from the galaxy (Di Matteo et al.
2005). Observational scaling relations like the MBH − σ cor-
relation tie behavior on large (galaxy-wide) scales to sub-
kpc scales on which SMBHs grow, leading to a unique sce-

14 Although it is outside the scope of the current work, it would
be an interesting exercise to model the excess in the SFH PSDs

as an aggregate effect of baryonic processes across a range of
redshifts using a broken power-law model with τbreak ∼ 2πτdyn(z),
based on the formalism described in Caplar & Tacchella (2019)

and Tacchella et al. (2020).
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nario where sub-grid recipes for implementing BH growth
and feedback affect when and how galaxies quench. In addi-
tion to this, recipes for how simulations implement cooling
and star formation, and the strength of winds that blow
gas out of galaxies all contribute to the overall trends seen
in galaxy quiescence. Finally, the haloes of galaxies set the
inflow rate of gas into the central galaxy, as seen through
the correlation on long timescales between the DMAHs and
in-situ SFHs. This dependence could tie the fueling of the
central AGN to that parent halo, ultimately determining
when the onset of quenching occurs (Chen et al. 2019).

Figure 6 in Wright et al. (2019) shows a broad, unimodal
distribution of quenching timescales in EAGLE galaxies ex-
tending out to τH with a median of ∼ 2.5 − 3.3 Gyr for low-
mass centrals and at shorter timescales (median of ∼ 1.7−2.1
Gyr) for high-mass centrals depending on the definition of
quenching timescale. Longer quenching timescales at low
masses are associated with stellar feedback prolonging star
formation activity, while shorter timescales at high masses
are associated with AGN activity. Simba, on the other hand,
shows a bimodal distribution of quenching timescales (Ro-
dŕıguez Montero et al. 2019), with a slow mode acting
approximately over a dynamical time (tQ ∼ 0.1τH) that
is more numerous overall for central galaxies, and a fast
mode (tQ ∼ 0.01τH) that dominates at stellar masses of

M∗ ∼ 1010−1010.5M�. The fast quenching mode is associated
with AGN jet quenching causing a rapid cessation of accre-
tion, since it becomes active at this mass range, and merger
rates are not preferentially elevated at these masses. Ad-
ditionally, X-ray feedback can rapidly evacuate the central
regions of galaxies (Appleby et al. 2020) and contribute to
short-timescale variability. Sales et al. (2015) find a quench-
ing timescale of ∼ 2 − 5 Gyr for galaxies in Illustris. Nelson
et al. (2018a) find the colour-transition timescale, a tracer
of the quenching timescale, to be ∼ 0.7 − 3.8 Gyr for Il-
lustrisTNG galaxies. Additionally, Joshi et al. (2020) find
that morphological transformations in IllustrisTNG clusters
occur on timescales of ∼ 0.5 − 4 Gyr after accretion, with
a control group showing a broader distribution. They also
find that morphological transformation lags ∼ 1.5 Gyr be-
hind quenching for gas-poor disks, while it precedes quench-
ing by ∼ 0.5 Gyr for gas rich cluster galaxies, and by ∼ 2.5
Gyr for gas-rich control galaxies.

In studying the excess PSD power on different
timescales and stellar masses due to quenching, we find that
the excess variability in IllustrisTNG on short timescales
rises strongly at M∗ ≥ 1010.5M�, correlated with the onset
of strong kinetic-mode AGN feedback at MBH ∼ 108.5M�
(Weinberger et al. 2018). While we are not in a position to
speculate about timescales of 0.01τH, we do find a tail of ex-
cess variability extending to the lowest timescales in Simba
that could be related to the jet-mode AGN feedback. In EA-
GLE, Wright et al. (2019) find that galaxies at low masses
quench primarily due to stellar feedback on long timescales,
consistent with the excess power we see on timescales ≥ 2
Gyr. As galaxies grow more massive (M∗ ≥ 1010.3M�) merg-
ers and black hole activity increase sharply, leading to over-
all shorter quenching times, and additional variability on
all timescales, as seen in Figure 13. The excess power in the
SAMs at high masses seems to be primarily due to increased
stochastic starbursts triggered by mergers and AGN activity
(Somerville et al. 2008). The increasingly featureless (scale-

free) nature of the PSDs toward high stellar masses, where
the fraction of quenched galaxies is the largest, could be due
to the contribution to the PSD from quenching dominating
all other contributions.

Since a combination of multiple processes is responsible
for quenching at different stellar masses, it is difficult to con-
strain their relative strengths with observational measure-
ments of quenching timescales. However, since these differ-
ent processes also induce varying amounts of short-timescale
variability, constraints in PSD space might be able to dis-
tinguish between processes and allow for better constraints
on their relative strengths.

4.2 Observational constraints in PSD space

For the different galaxy evolution models we consider in Sec-
tion 3, we see a large diversity in the amount of power in SFR
fluctuations on a given timescale, the coupling between ad-
jacent timescales, and the existence and location of breaks in
the PSD. This makes the PSD a sensitive probe of both the
strengths of physical processes and their numerical imple-
mentation in these models. Observational constraints in this
space are therefore extremely important, and will allow us to
better constrain the relative strengths of different processes
for a population of galaxies at a given stellar mass and epoch.
These observational constraints can come in three forms: (i)
constraints in PSD space obtained by measuring the SFR
variability of ensembles of galaxies, which can be compared
to the models we study, (ii) constraints on the timescales for
observed phenomena like quenching or rejuvenation, which
can be tied to breaks or peaks in the PSD, and (iii) con-
straints on timescales of physical processes, which can be
used to isolate the effects of different processes contributing
to the PSD on a given timescale. In this section, we will
briefly discuss each of these.

Ensemble constraints on SFR variability: The
spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of galaxies are com-
posed of spectrally distinct contributions from stellar pop-
ulations formed at different ages relative to the time of ob-
servation. Interpreting these contributions gives us access
to star formation rates averaged over different timescales.
Nebular emission from the regions near short-lived O- and
B-type stars provides constraints on SFR over the most re-
cent ∼ 4 − 10 Myr (Madau & Dickinson 2014). The rest-UV
portion of the SED contains contributions from young stars
that probe the SFR out to ∼ 30 − 100 Myr, with a similar
timescale probed by the rest-FIR portion of the SED, which
contains the re-emitted light from the young stellar light ab-
sorbed by dust. In addition to this, features like the strength
of Hδ absorption and the 4000Å break are sensitive to SFR
within the last ∼ 1 Gyr and to the light-weighted age within
∼ 2 Gyr, respectively (Kauffmann et al. 2006; Wang & Lilly
2020b).

To get constraints in PSD space, it is useful to consider
the SFR distributions for populations of galaxies and com-
pare these distributions on different timescales to quantify a
relative change in burstiness15. While this straightforward to

15 This makes an inherent assumption of ergodicity, that the

PSDs obtained from a population of galaxies can be connected
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forward-model for the large-volume models, the small num-
ber of zoom galaxies make this a more involved procedure
while considering those models. In these cases, a workaround
is possible by realising samples from the PSDs of zoom galax-
ies, similar to the procedure followed in (Tacchella et al.
2020). In terms of the PSD formalism, this is equivalent to
an observational constraint on the slope of the PSD between
two timescales. This has been done for select timescales and
populations of galaxies in Guo et al. (2016); Broussard et al.
(2019); Emami et al. (2019). More recently, Caplar & Tac-
chella (2019) and Wang & Lilly (2020b,a) have performed
analyses motivated by the PSD formalism to constrain the
slope of the PSD and other features in its shape. Most rel-
evant to the current work, Caplar & Tacchella (2019) fit
broken power-law models to galaxy fluctuations around the
star forming sequence at z ∼ 0 with M∗ = 1010 − 1010.5M�.
With degeneracies due to current observational uncertain-
ties, they find that they cannot constrain both a slope and
break timescale, but find a break timescale of ∼ 200 Myr
assuming a slope of β = 2. Wang & Lilly (2020a) extend this
analysis in a spatially resolved direction and find PSD slopes
of β ∼ 1 − 2 in the timescale range ∼ 5 Myr to ∼ 800 Myr,
assuming no break in the PSD (which implies that SFHs
are correlated over the the age of the universe). They also
find that the slopes generally decrease with stellar mass for
M∗ > 109M�, and are correlated with estimated gas deple-
tion timescales in galaxies. Going forward, these novel mea-
surements can be used to constrain free parameters in the
different models, and existing models can be used to make
predictions for future observations with upcoming facilities
like JWST and WFIRST.

2. Constraints on the timescales for observed
phenomena: Combining the spectral features from distant
galaxies across a range of wavelengths in a full SED fitting
code allows us to estimate the star formation histories of
individual galaxies with uncertainties (Heavens et al. 2000;
Tojeiro et al. 2007; Pacifici et al. 2012; Pacifici et al. 2016;
Smith & Hayward 2015; Leja et al. 2017; Iyer & Gawiser
2017; Carnall et al. 2018; Leja et al. 2019a; Iyer et al. 2019).
While these observationally derived SFHs are not sensitive
to variability on short timescales, they can be useful for
measuring the timescales for morphological transformations,
mergers, quenching and rejuvenation, and even recent star-
bursts. These timescales can then be linked to features in
the PSDs of galaxy SFHs, such as peaks or breaks.

Pacifici et al. (2016) analyse a sample of quiescent galax-
ies from CANDELS at 0.2 < z < 2.1 and find quenching
timescales to be ∼ 2 − 4 Gyr, with a strong mass depen-
dence. Carnall et al. (2018) study a sample of quiescent
galaxies from UltraVISTA at 0.25 < z < 3.75 and find that
the majority of galaxies quench on timescales of ∼ 0.4τH,
with a rising set of galaxies towards the lower redshift por-
tion of their observations with quenching timescales ∼ 0.6τH.
Iyer et al. (2019) analysed a sample of CANDELS galaxies
at 0.5 < z < 3.0 and found that ∼ 15 − 20% of galaxies
showed evidence for multiple strong episodes of star forma-
tion, with the median timescale separating multiple peaks
to be ∼ 0.4τH, which matches the predictions using cosmo-

to the PSDs of individual galaxy SFHs over time. This assump-

tion is explored in detail in Wang & Lilly (2020a).

logical simulations by Tacchella et al. (2016). The study also
found that the SFHs of galaxies were correlated with their
morphological classification, with an elevation in SFR on
timescales over the last ∼ 0.5 Gyr in galaxies classified as
mergers and interactions, and with a longer period of SFR
decline for spheroids compared to disks.

A number of studies (Lotz et al. 2011; Snyder et al.
2017; Duncan et al. 2019) also use statistical estimates of
the physical properties of galaxies to constrain merger rates
and observability timescales. Pandya et al. (2017) uses a sim-
ilar statistical approach to quantify the timescales on which
galaxies experience quenching and rejuvenation by studying
the relative number of galaxies that are star forming, qui-
escent, and transitioning between the two states at a given
epoch.

Current observational techniques require a certain set
of modeling assumptions, such as a choice of IMF, stel-
lar population synthesis (SPS) model, and dust attenuation
law. Combined with state-of-the-art observations, this leads
to uncertainties of ∼ 0.2 dex in estimating stellar masses,
and ∼ 0.3 dex in estimating star formation rates from SED
fitting, with fractional uncertainties in SFR growing large
as we go to lower values of SFR and older stellar popula-
tions. Caution should be exercised in analysing the variabil-
ity across different timescales using these derived physical
properties, with care taken in propagating measurement un-
certainties and instrumental effects in observations to uncer-
tainties on their estimated physical properties. One example
of this procedure is in accounting for the difference between
the observed and intrinsic scatter in the SFR-M∗ correlation
due to measurement uncertainties (Kurczynski et al. 2016;
Boogaard et al. 2018), which would potentially affect the
PSD slope described earlier in this section.

That being said, techniques to model and extract SFH
information from galaxy SEDs are growing increasingly so-
phisticated (Leja et al. 2019b; Iyer et al. 2019), and are (i)
better at estimating the older star formation in galaxies, (ii)
using fully Bayesian techniques accounting for possible co-
variances between parameters, and (iii) implementing well
motivated priors being used to break degeneracies between
parameters like dust, metallicity and SFH. With this in
mind, it is hoped that in addition to timescales, SFHs from
upcoming surveys will also be able to provide direct con-
straints on PSD slope and power on the longest timescales.
Functionally, this provides a way to infer the same infor-
mation as the first class of constraints on these timescales,
although in this case the timescales are estimated from the
histories of individual objects as opposed to recent bursti-
ness of ensembles of galaxies. This would, in principle, allow
us to independently verify estimated timescales, and test the
assumption of ergodicity inherent to constraints on the PSD
obtained using ensembles of galaxies.

3. Constraints on the timescales of physical pro-
cesses: In addition to the two approaches described above,
observations can also directly measure timescales for gas
depletion (Kennicutt Jr 1998; Wong & Blitz 2002; Bigiel
et al. 2008), stellar winds (Sharp & Bland-Hawthorn 2010;
Ho et al. 2016), disk formation (Kobayashi et al. 2007), bulge
growth (Lang et al. 2014; Tacchella et al. 2015), black hole
growth (Hopkins et al. 2005) and more, albeit for limited
samples of galaxies. On short timescales, a large body of
work also exists studying GMC lifetimes (∼ 10 − 30 Myr)
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(Zanella et al. 2019; Kruijssen et al. 2019; Chevance et al.
2020), measuring the extent to which this depends on en-
vironment, and the extent to which it is decoupled from
galactic dynamics. Krumholz et al. (2017) also find episodic
starbursts lasting ∼ 5−10 Myr with intervals of ∼ 20−40 Myr
in a ring around the Milky-Way’s central molecular zone.
Equivalent behaviour in the zoom galaxies would therefore
manifest as a local peak in the PSD on those timescales.
In the local universe, resolved observations of stellar pop-
ulations allow us to constrain the SFHs of nearby galax-
ies using colour-magnitude diagrams (Weisz et al. 2011a).
For galaxies where stellar populations can be resolved, ad-
ditional timescale information can be obtained from chemi-
cal abundances, since the production of heavy elements by
different types of supernovae trace a range of intermedi-
ate timescales (Kobayashi et al. 2007; Kobayashi & Nomoto
2009). However, the masses of these galaxies are often too
low to compare against the large-volume models considered
in the current work. Another interesting study along these
lines uses the fact that supernovae are produced at a cer-
tain rate after an episode of star formation, to compute the
delay time distributions of SN Ia using SN Ia yields in con-
junction to observationally measured galaxy SFHs (Strolger
et al. 2020). These constraints on the timescales of physical
processes allow for better modeling of the individual com-
ponents that contribute to the full PSD of a galaxy’s SFH,
and sometimes provide an independent check of behaviour
predicted using the PSDs.

Using the PSD formalism as our basis, it is therefore
possible to constrain the PSD power on certain timescales
or the PSD slope on certain timescale ranges using obser-
vations, with currently available data already starting to
provide initial estimates of PSD slopes on ∼ 4 − 800 Myr
timescales. Taken together, the three types of constraints
outlined above, i.e., (i) estimates of SFR variability using en-
sembles of galaxies, (ii) observationally measured timescales
for phenomena like quenching, starbursts, and rejuvenation,
and (iii) timescales for physical processes like gas depletion
and GMC formation and destruction will allow us to com-
pare features in the PSD such as slopes and peaks across
different galaxy populations.

4.3 Effects of resolution

In order to investigate the effects of resolution of the nu-
merical simulation, we consider three realizations of the
TNG100 simulation (TNG100-1,2 and 3), which are iden-
tical except for resolution. These are described in further
detail in Pillepich et al. (2018b), and contain star particles
with initial masses of 9.44 × 105M�/h, 7.55 × 106M�/h, and
6.04 × 107M�/h, respectively. Mufasa and Simba therefore
fall somewhere between TNG100-2 and TNG100-3 in terms
of resolution, while EAGLE is comparable to TNG100-1.
We show the SFHs and corresponding PSDs for these runs
in Figure 17.

In SFH space, we see that the different resolutions have
a large impact on SFHs across all masses, especially in the
portions with low SFRs. For the three simulations, with our
adopted 100 Myr time bins, the lowest SFRs we can probe
are ≈ 10−2.02, 10−1.12 and 100.68 M�yr−1 neglecting mass loss.
We see this in effect as the median SFHs for low-mass galax-
ies grow increasingly dominated by shot-noise and in the case

of TNG100-3, completely drop off the plot. This resolution
effect also affects high-mass quiescent galaxies, which leads
to the apparent more rapid quenching of the median SFHs
in the highest-mass bins. This is simply because the SFRs
can only drop to their minimum value from the quantum of
SFR given the resolution, leading to a steeper apparent drop
in the SFHs.

In PSD space, we see that the effect of lower resolu-
tion is to increase the amount of white-noise in the PSDs,
which manifests as a flattening to spectral slopes of 0 to-
wards shorter timescales. In addition to affecting the PSDs
to higher masses, the white noise also increases in magni-
tude proportional to the mass of the star particles, leading
to contamination at longer timescales in a given stellar mass
bin. This effect is quantified in the analysis of Appendix A.

While resolution can be a limiting factor in any anal-
ysis of small-scale features in hydrodynamical models, con-
vergence tests on individual simulations (Genel et al. 2018;
Keller et al. 2019). and forward modeling the effects of dis-
crete star particles as in Appendix A allow us to understand
and account for these limitations. In this case, resolution
effects mostly prevent us from studying the behaviour of
the PSDs on small timescales, which can be circumvented
using the zoom simulations, which have much higher resolu-
tion. It should also be noted that the location of the breaks
in the PSD listed in Section 3 are robust to resolution, al-
though their strengths can be affected by the amount of
white noise. Therefore, breaks and peaks in the PSD of sim-
ulations should be carefully compared to observations (see
also Section 4.2).

4.4 Going forward: physics vs numerics

The considerable differences between the PSD slopes and
power across the different models seen in Figure 11 are
caused in part due to the different modeling assumptions
for physical processes, for example, AGN seeding, growth
and feedback, star formation and stellar feedback and pro-
cesses governing galactic winds. These differences are also in
part due to the resolution of the simulations, as seen in Sec-
tion 4.3 and numerical techniques used to implement grav-
ity and magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), ranging from no
explicit treatment of MHD in empirical and semi-analytic
models, to differences between smoothed particle hydrody-
namics, adaptive mesh refinement schemes and other hy-
brid techniques in hydrodynamical simulations (e.g., Vogels-
berger et al. 2012; Sijacki et al. 2012; Kereš et al. 2012)
using codes like AREPO (Springel 2010) in Illustris and Il-
lustrisTNG, GIZMO (Hopkins 2014) in FIRE-2, Mufasa and
Simba, a forked version of GADGET-3 (Springel et al. 2005)
in EAGLE, Gasoline (Wadsley et al. 2004) for the g14 suite,
and ChaNGa (Menon et al. 2015) for the Marvel/Justice
League suite of zoom simulations.

While the current work serves to illustrate the cumula-
tive differences between models due to choices of numerical
techniques and physical models, it is outside the scope of
the current work to break down the individual contribu-
tions. Building on the current work, there are three direc-
tions in which we can begin to better connect individual
physical processes to their relevant timescales in a model-
independent way:

(i) Tacchella et al. (2020) propose an analytical model in
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Figure 17. Exploring the effects of decreasing resolution (increasing star particle masses) on the SFHs and corresponding PSDs of
galaxies using the IllustrisTNG simulation (M∗ = 9.44 × 105M�/h, M∗ = 7.55 × 106M�/h, and M∗ = 6.04 × 107M�/h respectively for the

three). Decreasing the resolution leads to a boost of power on short timescales due to increased contribution of shot noise from discrete

star particles. This manifests as a ‘white noise’ floor in the PSDs that prevents us from probing the PSD to shorter timescales.

PSD space using the gas regulator model of galaxy evolution
(Lilly et al. 2013), extending the model to account for the
creation and destruction of GMCs on short timescales. Using
this model, they derive the PSD as a broken power-law with
multiple breaks that characterise the equilibrium timescale
of gas inflow and the average lifetime of GMCs. Applied to
PSDs from the different models we consider, this can explain
the effective timescales for these processes across the various
models.

(ii) In a slightly different direction, many of the mod-

els we consider have run additional simulations varying the
input physics. For example, there is a set of 25 Mpc3 boxes
run for Illustris-TNG varying a single parameter per run, in-
cluding stellar and black hole feedback mechanisms, galactic
wind scalings, and aspects of star formation (Pillepich et al.
2018a; Nelson et al. 2018b). The Simba model contains addi-
tional simulations varying the AGN feedback model (Davé
et al. 2019). Crain et al. (2015) describe model variations
within the EAGLE suite varying stellar and AGN feedback.
Choi et al. (2017) contains a suite of zoom simulations that
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are run with and without AGN feedback. The Santa Cruz
SAM and other semi-analytic models are also capable of be-
ing run multiple times varying model parameters.

Using all of this data, it should be possible to charac-
terise the effects of varying physical modeling assumptions
with individual models, and use this across several models
to understand the general trends and timescales for physi-
cal processes like stellar and AGN feedback and baryon cy-
cling. However, as Pillepich et al. (2018a) note, ‘the optimal
choices for wind as well as black hole feedback strongly de-
pend on the whole ensemble of galaxy formation mechanisms
incorporated into the model.’ What holds for a given model
need not generalise across all models, and extreme caution
should be exercised while extrapolating trends from individ-
ual models, using the full available range of observational
constraints described in Section 4.2 as benchmarks.

(iii) Further studies will also be needed to investigate
the link between the well-studied effects of spatial turbu-
lence on star formation (Larson 1981; Nakamura & Li 2005;
Krumholz & McKee 2005; Padoan & Nordlund 2011) and
the natural emergence of power-law spatial correlation func-
tions (Guszejnov et al. 2018) to its temporal manifestations
studied in this work. Studies like di Leoni et al. (2015), which
look at the joint spatio-temporal power spectra for numeri-
cal simulations of turbulent flows to identify the signatures
of physical mechanisms, provide a useful starting point in
this regard.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A range of physical processes acting on different timescales
regulate star formation within galaxies. Processes that act
concomitantly over an overlapping range of timescales have
complicated effects, and render it impractical to estimate
the timescale of one process independently of the other. The
resulting process of galaxy growth is therefore diverse, and
understanding the impact of the underlying processes across
all timescales simultaneously can help explain this diversity.

Using the power spectral density (PSD) formalism,
we quantify the variability of galaxy SFHs on different
timescales for a wide range of galaxy evolution models and
find:

(i) Overall trends: The PSDs of galaxy SFHs are well
described by broken power-laws characteristic of stochas-
tic processes, in line with theoretical descriptions by Kelson
(2014); Caplar & Tacchella (2019); Kelson et al. (2020) with
most of the power lying on long (& 1 Gyr) timescales. Across
the full range of timescales investigated in this work (∼ 200
Myr −10 Gyr), the PSDs of galaxies with M∗ ∼ 1010M� show
a median slope of β ∼ 1.6 ± 0.84, increasing smoothly with
mass to β ∼ 2.1 ± 0.68 at M∗ ∼ 1011.5M�.

(ii) Although most models show comparable mass func-
tions and similar overall behaviour in their SFHs, the specific
PSD slope and power at any timescale can vary considerably
across the different models. The PSD power can vary by up
to an order of magnitude at a given timescale and stellar
mass. Similarly, the local PSD slope can vary by ∼ 1.5 at a
given timescale and stellar mass16. Steeper slopes result in a

16 An interactive plot allowing the user to explore the PSD slope

larger fraction of the overall SFH power being concentrated
on longer timescales. Interestingly, some models show a flat-
tening of the slope at intermediate (∼ 1− 3 Gyr) timescales,
indicating that the SFHs decorrelate (i.e., lose memory) on
these timescales.

(iii) PSD shape between models: IllustrisTNG shows
more variability on intermediate timescales compared to Il-
lustris, as does Simba when compared to Mufasa. Updated
feedback models (particularly for AGN feedback) in both of
these simulations likely account for this. The UniverseMa-
chine PSDs look quite self-similar, since the SFHs are closely
tied to the DM-accretion histories of their parent haloes. The
FIRE-2 simulations, with their significantly higher resolu-
tion and more explicit feedback, show greater contributions
at shorter timescales compared to the semi-analytic and em-
pirical models. The g14 and Marvel/Justice League simula-
tions, which have comparable resolution to FIRE-2, show
less variability across a range of timescales and a sharper
trend for increasing burstiness with decreasing stellar mass.

(iv) Breaks in the PSD: Illustris, IllustrisTNG, the SC-
SAM and the zoom simulations show distinct breaks in their
PSDs at several timescales across the different stellar mass
bins. These breaks become less prominent with increasing
stellar mass, with the PSDs approaching a scale-free power-
law with slope β ∼ 2. Mufasa, Simba, EAGLE and Uni-
verseMachine show a smooth increase in slope toward longer
timescales, with the slope being constant at timescales & 3
Gyr. These breaks could stem from physical processes acting
within galaxies, such as GMC lifecycle, dynamical processes,
and gas regulation (Tacchella et al. 2020).

(v) Dark matter accretion histories: The DMAHs of
galaxies show self-similar behaviour across different stellar
mass bins with a median power-law slope of β ∼ 1, consis-
tent with the analytic derivation by Kelson et al. (2020).
DMAHs do not contribute significantly to the overall vari-
ability of SFHs, except on the shortest timescales (. 400
Myr). The excess power in SFH PSDs compared to those of
the DMAHs increases to long timescales, and is likely due
to a combination of mergers, baryon cycling and AGN feed-
back.

(vi) Studying the coherence between the PSDs of the full
vs in-situ SFHs shows that mergers are responsible for decor-
relating the two at short timescales. Since mergers are effec-
tively stochastic events, there is no preferred timescale for
this decorrelation, with the coherence falling off smoothly
toward shorter timescales. Since higher mass galaxies expe-
rience more mergers, the decoherence is also a function of
the stellar mass.

(vii) The in-situ SFHs are coherent with the DM accre-
tion histories of their parent haloes on long timescales (& 3
Gyr), independent of stellar mass. This coherence is likely
due to the growth of a galaxy’s parent halo determining the
fueling and therefore the subsequent star formation in its
central galaxy. The decline in coherence quantifies the in-
creasing importance of baryonic physics in regulating SFR
on shorter timescales.

(viii) Variability on short timescales: A number

and power for the various models at different timescales can be
found online at this link: https://kartheikiyer.github.io/psd_
explorer.html
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of models display a trend of increasing power on short
timescales (∼ 200 − 300 Myr) with decreasing stellar mass,
i.e. lower mass galaxies are burstier. This is notable for some
of the large-volume hydrodynamical simulations (Illustris, Il-
lustrisTNG, Mufasa, and EAGLE) and the zoom simulations
(g14 and Marvel/Justice League and FIRE-2), while short
timescale power in the Santa-Cruz SAM, UniverseMachine
and DM accretion histories is largely invariant as a function
of stellar mass. Since the latter three models are most closely
linked to halo merger trees, their lack of burstiness suggests
that this shorter timescale behaviour is due to hydrodynam-
ical feedback mechanisms that are not adequately captured
by these models.

(ix) Zoom simulations: The zoom simulations are a
good test-bed to study the time-dependent variability of
SFHs on shorter timescales, with their higher resolution al-
lowing us to probe their PSDs to the much shorter timescales
on which GMCs are created and destroyed. Studying galax-
ies from the FIRE-2 and g14 and Marvel/Justice League
zoom suites, the broken power-law behaviour of the PSDs
is found to continue to nearly an order of magnitude below
the timescales studied in the rest this work. The power in
the zoom PSDs on long timescales is generally lower than
their large-volume counterparts. Galaxies in FIRE-2 gener-
ally have more power on short timescales compared to galax-
ies in g14 and Marvel/Justice League , although the trend
of increasing short-timescale ‘burstiness’ to lower masses is
stronger in the latter.

(x) The effects of quenching on PSDs: Separating
galaxies into star forming and quiescent populations in a
given mass bin allows us to quantify the excess strength
in the PSD due to the physical processes responsible for
quenching. This excess power at a given timescale can be
nearly an order of magnitude, with the dependence on stel-
lar mass, the existence of a quenching timescale, and the
behaviour of the PSDs below this quenching timescale vary-
ing widely across the different models.

The PSD formalism allows us to quantify the strength
of SFR fluctuations on different timescales. Studying the
SFHs of galaxies from different models of galaxy evolution
shows large differences in PSD space, due to differences in
resolution and the implementation of sub-grid recipes. In
conjunction with these models, observational measurements
of SFR variability on different timescales will provide a use-
ful new constraints on the relative strengths of the different
physical processes that regulate star formation in galaxies.
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APPENDIX A: FINDING THE SHORTEST
TIMESCALES THAT CAN BE PROBED IN
HYDRODYNAMICAL SIMULATIONS

Hydrodynamical simulations, both cosmological (Illustris,
TNG, Mufasa, Simba) and zoom (FIRE-2, g14 and Mar-
vel/Justice League ) have limits on the lowest SFR possible
in any given time bin that is set by the mass of the star par-
ticles they use in our archaeological approach. All the simu-
lations listed above turn gas into a star particle probabilisti-
cally depending on whether certain temperature and density
conditions are met. In practice, this introduces portions in
the SFH where the SFR = 0, punctuated by small spikes
which contain O(1) star particles. The effect of this on the
power spectrum is to introduce white noise on the timescales
where the SFR is probabilistically populated by discrete star
particles. Looking at the PSD of individual galaxies, we see
the effects of this effectively Poisson-distributed ‘shot noise’
as a flattening as we approach short timescales. This de-
pends on the amount of time the SFH spends in the vicinity
of the minimum SFR threshold, set by

〈SFRmin〉 = 〈M∗,sp〉/tPSD (A1)

where M∗,sp is the average stellar mass of the star particles
in the simulation given in Table 1, and tPSD is the timescale
being probed. From this relation, we see that the effects of
shot noise on the PSD are greater on short timescales, as
well as for simulations that have more massive star parti-
cles. However, finding the amount of time SFHs at a given
stellar mass spend below SFRmin is a nontrivial task, de-
pending on the shape of the SFH itself, and the number of
the fluctuations around the median shape that could take it
below SFRmin.

In the simplest case, given an SFH that is simply a con-
stant SFRconst = ψmean + stochastic fluctuations SFRfluct =
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cosmic time [Gyr]
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101
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Figure A1. Generating SFHs for validation: For each test, we

generate mock SFHs that follow the SFR-M∗ correlation from

Schreiber et al. (2015) following the procedure in Ciesla et al.
(2017) corresponding to different seed masses. We then realize

physically motivated SFHs as perturbations around these smooth
curves with a spectral slope of 2 and a scatter of ≈ 0.3 dex.

(N(0, ψσ)), the distribution of SFR(t) at any given time is
simply given by a Gaussian N(ψmean, ψσ). ψmean = M∗/τH is
set by the stellar mass of the galaxy, where τH is the age of
the universe at the epoch of interest. The amount of time
any SFH at a given stellar mass spends below a threshold
SFR is then given by

t(SFR < SFRmin |M∗, z)

= τH

∫ SFRmin

−∞
exp

(
−(SFR − ψmean)2

(ψσ)2

)
dSFR

=
τHψσ

√
π

2

(
1 + erf

[
M∗,sp/tPSD − M∗/τH

ψσ

] )
Using this, we can set a threshold on the amount of shot
noise, and limit our analysis to timescales above that.

Realistic SFHs are more complicated, however. From
the evolution of the SFR-M∗ correlation and the cosmic
SFRD, we know that SFHs tend to rise at high redshifts
and plateau or fall at low redshifts. From our simulations,
we also see that on long timescales the SFH perturbations
can be described as a nontrivial power law (PSD( f ) ∝ f −2).
We therefore consider the case where the median SFH is not
stationary, generating median SFH curves for galaxies of dif-
ferent stellar masses using the procedure described in Ciesla
et al. (2017). To this, we add perturbations of ∼ 0.3 dex
with a spectral power-law slope of 2, to create an ensemble
of 10,000 mock SFHs. Examples of such SFHs are shown in
Figure A1. We also repeat our analysis for the cases where
the power-law slope is 1-3, finding no significant difference
in our results.

Using these mock SFHs, we model the effects of discrete
star particles in the same way as the simulations. To do this,
we discretize the mock SFH by rounding the SFR in each
time bin to its nearest number of star particles, and consider
the excess as the gas probability that a star particle will be
formed in that time bin. Star particles are then added to
each bin using a random draw with that probability.

We then compute the power spectra for these SFHs be-
fore and after the discretization procedure, and quantify the
timescale at which the divergence from the original PSD ex-
ceeds a certain threshold (here 0.3 dex in PSD space). We
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Figure A2. The lowest timescales we can probe as a function of

stellar mass for galaxies from the different hydrodynamical sim-

ulations we consider. For each SFH realized using the procedure
described in A1, we introduce shot noise proportional to the mass

of the star particles for the different models. By comparing the

pristine PSD to the PSD with shot noise, we determine the loss
of sensitivity in the PSD as a function of lifetime averaged SFR

and stellar mass at z = 0.

also tried fitting the PSD corresponding to the discretized
SFH with a broken power-law to quantify the timescale at
which the transition from α = 2 to white noise (α = 0) hap-
pens, and find that our results do not significantly change.
Based on these numerical experiments, Figure A2 shows the
thresholds for each simulation. For all cases, the figures can
be read in two ways:

• Read horizontally, the figures give the minimum
timescale to which we can study the PSDs for galaxies in
a given stellar mass bin at a particular epoch. These have
been used to set the thresholds in Figure 5.
• Read vertically, the figures give the minimum SFR (and

therefore the minimum stellar mass) needed to probe a cer-
tain timescale or regime of the PSDs of galaxies.

Below these stellar masses (and timescales) the effects of
discretization of the star particles begins to dominate the
SFRs, and thus the PSDs.

APPENDIX B: SFH DIVERSITY ACROSS
MODELS

Figure B1 shows five randomly chosen SFHs from each
model across a range of stellar masses. Mufasa and Simba are
shown above 1010M� due to resolution limits, corresponding
to the rest of the analysis in this work. As seen from their
PSDs, the SFHs of these galaxies show a wide range of diver-
sity in the strength of fluctuations on different timescales.
The SFHs of lowest stellar mass galaxies from the hydro-
dynamical simulations often show shot noise due to discrete
star particles. However, this noise mostly affects the PSDs
on short timescales, which is computed in Appendix A and
accounted for while analysing their PSDs.

Figure B2 shows distributions of the stellar masses, spe-
cific star formation rates, and SFH shape parameters t50 and
(t75 − t25) as well as their covariances for the various large-
volume galaxy evolution models we consider. t50 is defined
as the cosmic time in Gyr at which a galaxy forms half of

its total mass in stars, and t75 − t25 is the amount of time
taken by the galaxy to go from having formed 25% of its to-
tal mass to 75% of its total mass. The zoom simulations do
not contain enough points to robustly sample a distribution
and therefore are not shown.

The mass-vs-sSFR plots show a variety of slopes for
the star-forming sequence (SFS), ranging from roughly lin-
ear for IllustrisTNG, Illustris, EAGLE, and the SC-SAM
to sub-linear for Mufasa, Simba and UniverseMachine. Uni-
verseMachine in particular shows a remarkably strong quies-
cent population, in contrast with some models. It should be
noted that the sSFR is computed using the number of star
particles formed within the last 100 Myr, and might differ
from the gas-based SFR. This effect is especially important
for Simba and Mufasa, whose lower resolution decreases the
probability that a star particle is formed in the last 100 Myr,
leading to a much higher fraction of galaxies with sSFR hit-
ting the lower boundary.

The t50 quantifies the time in Gyr at which a galaxy
formed half its total mass. A small value for t50 therefore in-
dicates that the galaxy formed most of its mass at high red-
shifts. In conjunction with this, the (t75 − t25) is the amount
of time during which the galaxy formed the middle 50% of
its total mass, and serves as a proxy for the width of the
period during which the galaxy was star forming. Although
stellar masses and sSFR distributions among most models
are similar, the distributions of t50 and (t75 − t25), which
can now be observationally constrained through SED fit-
ting (Iyer et al. 2019), vary significantly. It is interesting to
note that most simulations have a tail of populations with
low t50, usually corresponding to massive quiescent galaxies
that formed most of their stellar mass in a short burst of
star formation, as evidenced by the correlations between t50
and mass, sSFR, and (t75 − t25). Massive late bloomer galax-
ies as found by Dressler et al. (2018) at 0.4 < z < 0.7, which
formed most of their mass in the last ∼ 1.5 Gyr, thus do not
feature prominently in any of these models.

APPENDIX C: ESTIMATES OF TIMESCALES
IN THE LITERATURE

Table C1 reports the estimated timescales for physical pro-
cesses from current literature used in the rest of this paper
and for generating the timescale ranges shown in Figure 1.
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Figure B1. Representative SFHs from each model we consider across a range of stellar masses. For each model, we pick five SFHs

randomly from galaxies that have stellar masses within 0.05 dex (0.25 dex for the zoom simulations) of the stellar masses reported at
the top of each column. The panels display a large range of diversity in SFHs across mass, and among the different models.
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Figure B2. Distributions of SFH parameters at z ∼ 0 for the different galaxy evolution models under consideration. The four histograms

of the corner plot (Foreman-Mackey 2016) show the distribution for log Stellar Mass (M∗, [M�]), log specific star formation rate (sSFR,

yr−1), the half-mass time (t50, [Gyr]), and the width of the galaxy’s star forming period (t25 − t75, [Gyr]). The remaining panels show the
covariances between the different quantities. The numbers above each column show the median and 16-84th percentile values for each

quantity across the various models.
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Physical process Timescale range Reference

SNe, Cosmic rays, Photoionization from Starburst99 4 − 20 Myr Leitherer et al. (1999)
GMC lifetimes ∼ 5 − 7 Myr Benincasa et al. (2019)

molecular cloud formation timescale O(10) Myr Dobbs et al. (2012, 2015)

Turbulent crossing time ∼ 10 − 30 Myr Semenov et al. (2017)
Free-fall time at mean density ∼ 10 − 50 Myr Semenov et al. (2017)

Molecular cloud collision timescales ≤ 20 Myr Tan (2000)

Cycling of ISM gas between SF regions and ISM ∼ 20 − 100 Myr Semenov et al. (2017)
GMC lifetimes (MW-like disks) ≤ 20 Myr Tasker (2011)

Bursty SF in TIGRESS ∼ 45 Myr Kim & Ostriker (2017)

Molecular gas encounters spiral arms (MW-like) ∼ 50 − 100 Myr Semenov et al. (2017)
Galactic winds affecting ISM ∼ 50 − 200 Myr Marcolini et al. (2004)

Galaxy wide gas depletion timescales ∼ 2 − 10 Gyr Semenov et al. (2017)

Local gas depletion timescales (SF regions) ∼ 40 − 500 Myr Semenov et al. (2017)
Exponential growth of B field ∼ 50 − 350 Myr Pakmor et al. (2017)

Merger induced starburst ∼ 90 − 450 Myr Robertson et al. (2006b)
Starburst timescale after major merger ∼ 90 − 570 Myr Cox et al. (2008)

Rapid fluctuations of inflow rates in FIRE . 100 Myr Hung et al. (2019)

Exponential growth of B field ∼ 100 Myr Hanasz et al. (2004)
Fast quenching in Simba ∼ 0.01τH ≈ 100 Myr Rodŕıguez Montero et al. (2019)

AGN feedback timescale . 0.2 Gyr Kaviraj et al. (2011)

Recycling timescale ∝ M
−1/2
halo ∼ 300 Myr −3 Gyr Oppenheimer et al. (2010)

Crossing time ∼ 300 Myr −1 Gyr Bothun (1998)

Median recycling timescale (with large dispersion) ∼ 350 Myr Anglés-Alcázar et al. (2017a)

Mean Depletion time ∼ 470 − 490 Myr Tacchella et al. (2016)

Recycling timescale ∝ M−0.19
∗ ∼ 400 Myr −1 Gyr Mitra et al. (2016)

Exponential growth of B field (gas disk) ∼ 500 − 800 Myr Khoperskov & Khrapov (2018)
Enhanced SF after merger (IllustrisTNG) ∼ 500 Myr Hani et al. (2020)

Median recycling timescale (galactic fountains) ∼ 500 Myr Grand et al. (2019)

Halo dynamical timescale ∼ 0.1τH ≈ 0.5 − 2 Gyr Torrey et al. (2018)
Morphological transformations in IllustrisTNG ∼ 500 Myr −4 Gyr Joshi et al. (2020)

Galaxy mergers (fitting formula) ∼ 500 Myr −10 Gyr Jiang et al. (2008)

Effective viscous timescale ≈ 600 Myr f
2/3
g R10V

−1
200
ÛM2/3
∗,100 Krumholz & Burkert (2010)

Morphological transformation - quenching delay ∼ 0.5 Gyr (gas rich), ∼ 1.5 Gyr (gas poor) Joshi et al. (2020)

Quenching in IllustrisTNG (color-transition timescale) ∼ 700 Myr −3.8 Gyr Nelson et al. (2018b)

Recycling timescale (half the outflow mass) ∼ 1 Gyr Christensen et al. (2016)
Slow quenching in Simba ∼ 0.1τH ≈ 1 Gyr Rodŕıguez Montero et al. (2019)

Merger timescales (VELA) O(1) Gyr Lotz et al. (2011)
Metallicity evolution timescale (z ∼ 0) ∼ 1.8 − 2.2 Gyr Torrey et al. (2018)

Recycling times (weak feedback) up to ∼ 3 Gyr Übler et al. (2014)

Merger timescales (dynamical friction) ∼ (1 − 10) Gyr Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2008)
Oscillations around the SFMS ∼ 0.2 − 0.5τH ≈ 2 − 5 Gyr Tacchella et al. (2016)

Quenching in Illustris (satellites) ∼ 2 − 5 Gyr Sales et al. (2015)

Quenching in EAGLE ∼ 2.5 − 3.3 Gyr, extending out to τH Wright et al. (2019)

Recycling times (strong feedback) up to ∼ 11 Gyr Übler et al. (2014)

Table C1. A summary of timescales estimated in different simulations and analytical models, assuming τH ≈ 10 Gyr at z ∼ 0 where

timescales are reported in terms of the Hubble time.
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